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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Towards Clinical Photoacoustic Imaging: Developing Next-generation Endoscopy Systems and
Exploring New Contrast Agents
by
Chiye Li
Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Engineering
Washington University in St. Louis, 2016
Professor Lihong Wang, Chair

Photoacoustic imaging holds great clinical promise because it achieves high-resolution
tomographic imaging at depths. Moreover, its strong spectroscopic imaging capability provides a
wealth of molecular and functional information based on. Still, despite recent advances, existing
photoacoustic systems cannot be readily applied in the clinical environment. This dissertation
aims to push the frontier of clinical photoacoustic imaging from both technological and
applicational perspectives.
The first part of this dissertation describes the development of photoacoustic endoscopy (PAE)
systems for imaging human Barrett’s esophagus and studying preterm birth. We have developed
optical resolution-PAE, which significantly improved lateral resolutions, laparoscopic-PAE,
which can guide minimally-invasive surgeries, and catheter-based-PAE, which opens up new
opportunities to image the human esophagus. For each system, we tested and optimized the
imaging performance in phantom and animal experiments, and then validated them in humans.
The second part of the dissertation describes advanced photoacoustic imaging aided by contrast
agents. Specifically, gold nanoparticles were used to quantify biological diffusion
vi

photoacoustically. In addition, ion nanosensors were applied for continuously monitoring
therapeutic lithium concentration in deep tissue in vivo.

vii

Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Photoacoustic Endoscopy
Photoacoustic tomography (PAT) is performed by detecting the acoustic wave generated through
photoacoustic (PA) effect from laser-irritated light absorbers and the reconstruction of the
absorbers’ distribution. By choosing the appropriate laser illumination wavelength, many
physiological and biological constituents can be differentiated, and many types of functional
parameters also can be measured through an endogenous contrast mechanism [1]. Moreover, a
variety of exogenous contrast agents and multi-functional molecular probes can be used to
visualize specific structures or biomarkers [2,3]. PAT can acquire important physiological
parameters such as hemoglobin concentration, oxygen saturation of hemoglobin, blood flow
speed, and metabolic rate of oxygen [4]. This information from PAT can contribute to detection
and diagnosis of disease, especially to those of cancer. It has been demonstrated that glucose
metabolism and micro-hemodynamics can be monitored in vivo [1,4]. As many neoplasms are
associated with angiogenesis and show abnormal metabolic rates, the disease-relevant
information provided by PAT can potentially facilitate accurate diagnoses.
Photoacoustic endoscopy (PAE) embodies a PAT system in a miniaturized probe to enable highresolution imaging of internal organs [5]. It has been used to provide structural and functional
information by visualizing blood vasculature as well as dye-labeled lymph nodes and vessels in
the gastrointestinal tract [6–8] in vivo.
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So far, many imaging modalities have been investigated in various endoscopic areas [9,10].
However, the development of associated PAE devices is still at an immature stage because of
technical challenges. Unlike existing ultrasound (US) [11] or optical endoscopic probes [12],
PAE requires the integration of both optical and acoustic elements in a small space. Also, in the
case of a single element-based mechanical scanning endoscope, its internal space must be filled
with an acoustic matching medium whose acoustic and optical properties must be considered
carefully. Such requirements present challenges in the development of a suitable probe.

1.2 Motivation
Diseases of internal organs are difficult to visualize or exam by non-ionizing radiation from
outside, which has limited penetration depth in biological tissue. Therefore, endoscopic imaging
devices are needed. Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in males and second in
females. As to uterine cancer, the prevalence of cervix uteri cancer ranks third and corpus uteri
ranks six among all types of cancers in the female patients. It is estimated that there are 1.2
million new cases of colorectal cancer and 600 thousands deaths in 2008 [13]. Mortality rates
continue to increase in some countries that have limited resources. As people live longer, cancer
will become a worse public health problem. Diagnosis at early stage would reduce the possibility
of death. Novel imaging is in need to image and characterize diseases of internal organs for
precise assessment and early diagnosis.
Tumor tissue has distinctive structures and a reprogrammed metabolism, replacing those in
normal tissue, in order to most effectively support its intensive physiological operations. One
well-known characteristic structure is angiogenesis, which initiates early during the tumor
development and is believed to be a hallmark of cancer [14]. Blood vessels supplying tumor are
2

usually marked by convoluted and excessive vessel branching, tortuous and enlarged vessels,
differentiating them from their normal counterparts. Sometimes it is accompanied by
microhemorrhages and leakiness [15]. The alternative metabolism includes switching or
fluctuation in nutrient fueling, oxygen transportation and consumption [16,17]. Other changes
induced by neoplastic proliferation include the collapse of intratumoral lymphatic vessels and
growth of the lymphatics at the peripheries of tumors [14]. Because of its spectroscopic and
angiographic imaging ability, photoacoustic imaging, especially photoacoustic endoscopy, could
be a powerful tool in tumor study. In addition to tumor site and size, different vascular structure
may be used to distinguished adenomas and carcinomas by their different growth patterns, rates
of development, and degrees of maturity.
Preterm birth, with a 9.6% rate in the United States [18], is the leading cause of perinatal
morbidity and mortality. Premature cervix remodeling is believed to contribute to preterm birth
[19]. Assessment of cervix will help us understand the causes of preterm birth and also provide
clinical diagnostic evidence. High-resolution endoscopic imaging technologies that obtain
anatomic, functional, and metabolic information about the cervical microenvironment will permit
early detection of preterm birth.

3

Chapter 2: Photoacoustic Endoscopy Systems
2.1 Proximally Actuated Urogenital Photoacoustic
Endoscopy System
Background Because of the inadequacy of current tools and techniques for diagnosing diseases
of urogenital diseases [20], such as endometrial cancer, cervical cancer, and prostate cancer,
more effective means are desired to achieve accurate medical assessments.
In recent years, a number of miniaturized PA imaging probes have been reported for various
endoscopic applications, such as intravascular [10], urogenital [21,22], and gastrointestinal tract
[7] imaging. Among them, however, only two imaging probes that use a micromotor-based
mechanical scanning mechanism have demonstrated in vivo imaging with fully encapsulated
probe implementations and suitable diameters for endoscopy [7,8]; other imaging probes are not
fully encapsulated and/or have not demonstrated in vivo imaging. However, the imaging probes
reported in Refs. [7,8] may not be suited for clinical urogenital imaging due to their nonrigidity
and slow imaging speed (4 Hz).
The diameter of endoscopic probes for imaging the uterus or prostate are not tightly restricted, as
various forms of large-diameter ultrasound probes (usually ~1 cm in diameter) are widely used
for many urogenital disease diagnoses in a stand-alone form [23], i.e., without the incorporation
with a video endoscopic function. In this study, seeking to apply PAE for diagnosing urogenital
diseases, we have implemented a new endoscopic probe with improved imaging speed and a
specifically designed probe structure. The key strategy was to use parabolic acoustic reflector4

based mechanical scanning with a proximal actuation mechanism, and construct the probe with a
durable and safe structure.
Methods

Figure 2.1(a) shows photos of the side-viewing PA endoscopic probe. The entire

endoscopic probe is rigid for convenient handling, and a dome-shaped distal end enables smooth
cavity introduction. To encapsulate all endoscope components, we fabricated the probe housing
from a medical-grade stainless steel tube (MicroGroup) with an outer diameter of 12.7 mm and a
length of ~50 cm. For the mechanical scanning, we employ a scanning head comprised of two
key components, a parabolic acoustic reflector (10 mm diameter, nickel substrate, Optiforms)
and an optical prism (3 mm diameter, altered from #45-525, Edmund). The scanning head is
actuated by a step motor located at the proximal end. The parabolic reflector enables acoustic
focusing with a lower geometric aberration than our previous acoustic lens-based focusing
method [7,8], while providing a high acoustic numerical aperture (~0.48). Via the prism and
parabolic reflector, laser pulses and acoustic waves are delivered coaxially to achieve an efficient
overlap of the illumination and acoustic detection over a large depth range.
An ultrasonic (US) transducer (LiNbO3, ~40 MHz, unfocused) generates US pulses and detects
both PA and US pulse-echo signals. The US transducer’s piezo-element is a ring with an outer
diameter of 8 mm and an inner diameter of 3 mm. The inner diameter matches the diameter of
the round optical prism located at the center of the parabolic reflector [Figure 2.1(a)]; reducing
the transducer’s surface area is also beneficial to the electric impedance matching between the
transducer and a signal amplifier. To support the US transducer, we fabricated a bridge-shape
stainless steel frame and mounted the transducer at the distal end of the frame. The US
transducer’s signal wire (~1 mm thick) passes through the stainless steel bridge, along the 50 cm
long probe housing, and is statically connected to a US pulser-receiver (5072PR, Olympus).
5

Because of the bridge section, the angular field-of-view (FOV) of the endoscope is partially
blocked, by ~100°.
50 cm

(a)

Scanning head
Stainless steel housing
(12.7 mm diameter)

(b)

Optical fiber

Tubular shaft

Parabolic acoustic Transducer
reflector

Bearing set 2
Prism

(c)
Optical fiber

(d)

Laser
US pulserreceiver
DAQ

Bearing 1

Lens

Step
motor

PAE probe

Linear stage
Control
box

Figure 2.1. Photo (a) and schematic (b) of the PA endoscopic probe developed for human urogenital
system imaging. (c) Schematic of the rotary junction (Bearing 1) and light guiding optics. (d) Block
diagram showing the peripheral systems.

In Figure 2.1(b), we present a schematic to illustrate the principle of the mechanical scanning
and the configuration of the optical and acoustic components. Inside the stainless steel housing,
we coaxially placed a tubular rigid shaft to transfer mechanical torque to the scanning head.
However, inside the tubular shaft, we placed a multimode optical fiber (UM22-600, Thorlabs)
which is positioned statically along the axis of the endoscope. Thus, only the tubular shaft rotates
between the housing and the innermost optical fiber. The main advantage of employing the
tubular shaft is that it permits torque transmission without mechanical jitter and eventually
enables rotational scanning with a uniform angular step size for the scanning mirror. Also, by
6

employing a step motor that can provide fast and stable rotation, the endoscope achieves much
faster mechanical scanning than previous micromotor-based endoscopes.
As shown in Figure 2.1(c), we formed a rotary junction (i.e., Bearing 1) near the coupling point
between the tubular shaft and scanning head [Figure 2.1(a)] to provide a free rotation only to the
scanning head, separating it from the optical fiber. The center position of the shaft to the probe
housing is sustained by multiple ball bearings (Bearing set 2) placed at the space between the
housing and the shaft, over the 50 cm long tubular section; Bearing 1 placed inside the shaft is
necessary to make the optical fiber static. Hence, an optical lens (#65-270, Edmund) and the
prism inside the scanning head rotate together during the mechanical scanning. Given the optical
configuration, the laser beam diameter for PA imaging is ~2.3 mm when it passes through an
optically and acoustically transparent polyethylene terephthalate membrane (103-0227,
Advanced Polymers). The membrane forms an imaging window and seals the inner cavity of the
endoscope, which is filled with de-ionized water. As laser beams are sent to target tissue without
optical focusing, the endoscope’s spatial resolution is determined by the geometry of the
parabolic reflector and acoustic parameters of the US transducer. For this prototype imaging
probe, we set the working distance at ~3.5 mm apart from the probe surface to image
endometrial cancer in the uterus, which typically has a wall thickness of ~10 mm.
Figure 2.1(d) shows the endoscope’s peripheral systems, comprised of a light source, a US
pulser-receiver, and a data acquisition (DAQ) system. The light source is a solid-state, diodepumped Nd:YVO4 laser (INNOSLAB IS811-E, EdgeWave) providing a 532 nm wavelength (~5
ns pulse width). For PA imaging, laser pulses are coupled to the endoscope’s multimode optical
fiber (~5 m), which is extended to the distal end of the probe [Figure 2.1(b)]. After exiting the
optical fiber, they are reflected by the prism and sent to the target tissue to generate PA signals.
7

We applied the total internal reflection effect, and, to maintain the effect after the chamber is
filled with acoustic coupling water, we sealed a thin air layer outside the hypotenuse of the
prism. The generated PA waves reflected by the parabolic reflector are detected by the US
transducer. To record PA and US signals, we utilize a high-speed digitizer (PCI-5124, National
Instruments). We also constructed a control box using a multifunction data acquisition card (PCI6221, National Instruments) to control and synchronize the peripheral systems. Considering the
large probe diameter of 12.7 mm, we record 800 A-lines per B-scan, which yields an angular
step size of 0.45° for the scanning mirror.

(b)

7 mm

Normalized
PA amplitude

(a)

0 mm

Position 1

Position 2 (focus)

(d)

Position 3
Skin

Normalized
PA amplitude

(c)

1

64 μm

0.5
0

-0.5
0

500

1000

1500

Radial distance (µm)
1
0.75
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0.5
0.25
0

0

500
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1500

2000

5 mm

Normalized
PA amplitude

Transverse distance (µm)
1

Needle

0

Figure 2.2. (a) PA B-scan image of the 20 µm thick tungsten wire imaged at three locations. (b)
Typical PA A-line signal (blue) and its Hilbert-transformed signal (i.e., radial LSF) for the tungsten
wire target located at the focal point (Position 2). (c) Corresponding transverse LSF of the tungsten
wire. (d) PA image of a black needle inserted into the inner leg of a rat.

Results

We tested its imaging performance, including the scanning speed, spatial

resolution, and imaging depth. Our endoscope’s scanning speed could easily reach 22 Hz, thanks
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to the capacity of the motor. In the imaging experiments to be presented later, however, we
recorded data with a 6.25 Hz B-scan frame rate because of the limited pulse repetition rate of the
laser system (5 kHz). For the resolution measurement, we utilized a ~20 µm thick tungsten wire
as a target and imaged it at three different locations in a water medium; we imaged
photoacoustically only because the US resolution relies on two-way acoustic focusing and can be
inferred from the PA resolution. Since the imaged tungsten wire had a sufficient length with a
diameter smaller than the endoscope’s spatial resolution, the wire could be treated as a line
target. For more accurate measurement of resolution, we recorded 50 B-scan images and then
averaged them.
Figure 2.2(a) shows a PA B-scan image that includes the imaged tungsten wire at three different
locations. As the target is moved away from the focus (i.e., Positions 1 and 3), the transverse
resolution deteriorates. In Figures 2.2(b) and 2.2(c), we present radial and transverse line spread
functions (LSFs) for the target located at the focal point (i.e., Position 2). Based on the LSFs, we
determined the endoscope’s spatial resolutions to be 64 µm and 105 µm in the radial and
transverse directions, respectively. These experimental resolutions were worse than the
theoretically estimated radial resolution [24] of 39 µm, and 65 µm transverse resolution
predicted by Zemax (Radiant Zemax). We speculate that the discrepancies were caused by the
distortion of acoustic waves by the optical prism placed at the center of the parabolic reflector.
Figure 2.2(d) shows the endoscope’s image penetration capability, which was determined by
imaging a black needle (21 gauge) inserted into the inner leg of an adult Sprague Dawley rat
(~450 g, Harlan) in vivo. As shown, the needle was clearly differentiated to a depth of more than
5 mm through the highly scattering tissue, highlighting the endoscope’s eligibility for deep tissue
imaging.
9

To demonstrate the endoscope’s in vivo imaging ability, we imaged the colorectum of a New
Zealand White rabbit (Harlan). The rabbit was fasted for ~12 hr before the experiment, to
increase the likelihood of an empty colon for imaging. Prior to endoscopic imaging, we
anesthetized the animal by injecting 15–25 mg/kg ketamine and 2–3 mg/kg xylazine
intramuscularly. We cleansed the rabbit’s colon with a saline laxative enema, and spread
ultrasound gel into the colon for acoustic coupling. Then, we inserted the probe into the colon
and performed endoscopic imaging with a B-scan imaging speed of 6.25 Hz and a laser pulse
energy of 0.55 mJ at a 5 kHz repetition rate, which yielded an optical fluence of 13 mJ/cm2 (65%
of the ANSI safety limit at the tissue surface [25]). To achieve volumetric imaging, we recorded
B-scan images during the constant pullback translation of the probe (200 µm/s) provided by a
motorized translation stage. During the imaging procedure, the anesthesia level of the animal
was maintained by continuously supplying ~1.5% isoflurane, and the vital signs were also
monitored. After the imaging experiment, the rabbit was euthanized by a 150 mg/kg
pentobarbital injection via the marginal ear vein.
Figure 2.3(a) shows a three-dimensionally rendered, coregistered PA and US image from the
rabbit colorectum acquired in vivo over a scanning time of ~4.5 min. The image was processed
from a volumetric data set acquired from a 27 mm diameter and 5.3 cm long image volume. In
this experiment, we recorded only data corresponding to a 7 mm imaging depth because the
transverse resolutions are degraded in the distant region from the focal point [Figure 2.2(a)]; the
working distance is 3.5 mm from the probe surface. As shown in PA and US radial maximum
amplitude projection (RMAP) images [Figures 2.3(b) and 2.3(c)], which were produced from the
volumetric image [Figure 2.3(a)], the PA signals acquired at the 532 nm wavelength show
vasculature distributed in the colorectum and adjacent organs, while the US signals reveal a
10

spine structure very clearly because of the high acoustic reflection caused by tissue density
variation near the cavity wall. In Figures 2.3(d) and 2.3(e), we present two combined PA and US
B-scan images selected from the marked positions in Figure 2.3(b). To produce the images, we
applied time-gain compensation to more clearly visualize PA signals originating from greater
depths. PA imaging shows the cross-sections of blood vessels distributed in the intestine wall,
which was estimated to be ~1 mm thick, and detects PA signals from a depth of more than 6 mm.

Pullback
direction

(b)

0

130 –130

Normalized PA amplitude
1
0

7 mm

(d)

(c)

0

10 mm

10 mm

–130

130

10 mm

(a)

Normalized US amplitude
1
0

7 mm
0 mm

(e)

0 mm

Intestine
wall

Cavity wall

Figure 2.3. (a) Coregistered PA and US volumetric image from a rabbit colorectum acquired in vivo
over a 53 mm range with a 27 mm image diameter. The lower portion of the image corresponds to the
anus. (b, c) PA- and US-RMAP images of (a). (d, e) Representative combined PA and US B-scan
images near the location indicated by the dashed line in (b).

Although the PA imaging experiment provided vasculature information in the colorectum, the
imaged blood vessels were not clearly visualized as expected from the resolution values
11

presented in Figure 2.2. The endoscope’s working distance was about 3.5 mm from the probe
surface, while the blood vessels in the imaged colorectum were mostly distributed within ~2 mm
of the probe surface [Figures 2.3(d) and 2.3(e)].
To demonstrate the endoscope’s full vasculature resolving ability, we designed a simple
experiment that imaged blood vessels positioned near the focal distance of the probe. Such an
experimental circumstance was intentionally created by inserting a plastic tubular spacer (13 mm
inner diameter, 2 mm wall thickness) around the endoscope’s housing and then imaging blood
vessels distributed on the large intestine surface of a rat which was surgically opened. A portion
of the tubular spacer’s wall which corresponded to the imaging window of the endoscope was
opened to allow PA waves to pass through it, and the gap was filled with ultrasound gel. For this
experiment, we utilized the same rat used in the imaging penetration test [Figure 2.2(d)] and
performed the experiment ex vivo after euthanizing the animal (pentobarbital, 150 mg/kg, IP
injection) to avoid distress and possible complications.
The photograph in Figure 2.4(a) shows the surface of the large intestine imaged by the PA
endoscopic probe in concert with the spacer. As shown in the acquired PA-RMAP images
[Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c)], the PA endoscope clearly mapped blood vessels in the intestine wall,
as well as neighboring mesenteric tissues (scanning time: ~4 min). Apparent blood vessel
diameters in the magnified images are much smaller than those in the PA-RMAP images
acquired from the rabbit colorectum in vivo [Figure 2.3(b)] and estimated to be as small as ~140
µm, which is comparable with the experimentally quantified spatial resolution value [Figure 2.2]
and makes the mesenteric blood vessel pair distinguishable. The angular FOVs of the images
presented in Figures 2.4(b) and 2.4(c) are smaller than the actual FOV because a nearly-planar
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surface was imaged. All procedures in the animal experiments followed protocols approved by
the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Washington University in St. Louis.

(b) 90
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Figure 2.4. (a) Photo of the rat large intestine imaged ex vivo. (b, c) PA-RMAP images of (a). All the
PA signals in the presented images are mapped on a linear scale.

Discussion

In this study, we designed and implemented a dual-mode PA and US rigid probe

for comprehensive use in human urogenital imaging, and demonstrated its endoscopic
workability through animal experiments. The endoscopic probe enabled simultaneous PA and
US imaging with a B-scan frame rate of 6.25 Hz, which is currently limited by the pulse
repetition rate of the laser system; we demonstrated that the mechanical rotation speed exceeds
20 Hz. Compared with our previous micromotor-based endoscopes [7,8], the main difference in
the probe design is that the locations of the US sensor and mechanical actuation source are
switched (Figure 2.1), while the static mounting strategy of the light delivery and acoustic
detection units is maintained. By relocating the mechanical source to the proximal part, a space
restriction for the motor was eliminated at the distal end; thereby we were able to use a more
13

powerful motor. Although the detailed endoscope’s design needs to be modified for specific
applications, the general design concept and scanning mechanism presented in this paper may be
used for various other applications, such as a hand-held exterior or laparoscopic probe.
One disadvantage of this endoscope is the low depth of focus caused by the high acoustic
numerical aperture. For this prototype, we aimed the focal distance at 3.5 mm which renders a
poor spatial resolution near the probe surface. Applying the integrated optical- and acousticresolution imaging concept [22] could increase the transverse resolution over the entire radial
imaging range. Our first clinical goal is to apply this endoscope for imaging uteri with
endometrial cancers. As the endoscope provides PA images in a coregistered form with
traditional US images, which are familiar to clinicians, it would enable more accurate medical
assessments for urogenital diseases.

2.2 Optical-resolution Photoacoustic Endomicroscopy
Background Intravital microscopy (IVM) techniques [26,27] have been opening new research
and clinical avenues by providing unprecedented image information on biological processes in
vivo. In addition to earlier approaches that imaged the body surfaces of small animals, technical
advances in miniaturized imaging devices have now enabled extending IVM to endomicroscopy,
which enables the imaging of internal organs. So far, two-photon microscopy [28] and confocal
microscopy [29] have been the major technical platforms for this approach. However, in most
cases, these techniques are based on complex labeling with fluorescent molecules, which could
disturb delicate biological processes. In this regard, PAT-based IVM offers several unique
imaging features[5,30] as label-free functional imaging modality.

14

To realize optical-resolution PA IVM, an optical focusing unit must be embodied in a small
imaging probe along with an ultrasound detection unit. So far, two groups have reported such
endoscopic devices with optical focusing and demonstrated PA images with transverse
resolutions of 19.6 µm and 15.7 µm, respectively [31,32]. However, the images were all limited
to phantom experiments because the imaging probes were not fully encapsulated, which is
crucial for IVM applications, especially for internal organ imaging. In this study, by applying the
optical-resolution photoacoustic microscopy (OR-PAM) concept [33] to our recently developed
PA endoscopic technique [7], we successfully implemented the first fully encapsulated opticalresolution photoacoustic endomicroscopy (OR-PAEM) system and demonstrated its IVM
capability through an in vivo animal experiment.
Methods

Figure 2.5 shows the OR-PAEM probe [Figures 1(a) and 1(b)] and associated

system elements [Figures 2.5(b)–2.5(l)]. For this endomicroscope, we utilized a previously
developed stainless steel (SS) tubular housing-based probe encapsulation method [6] as the
backbone of the imaging probe [Figures 2.5(a) and 2.5(b)]. We also adopted the scanning mirror
and built-in micromotor-based mechanical scanning mechanism [Figure 2.5(e)] because they
enable easy integration of the optical and acoustical components and also provide stable
mechanical scanning without the nonuniform rotational distortion, which frequently occurs in
flexible shaft-based endoscopes [34]. Here, we applied the confocal optical illumination and
acoustic detection methods for superior signal sensitivity. Further, to achieve optical-resolution
PA imaging, we implemented a new structure for the optical illumination and acoustic detection
unit [Figure 2.5(d)].
As shown in Figure 2.5(f), we placed a focused ultrasonic (US) ring transducer (3.0 mm O.D., f
= 4.4 mm, 42 MHz, LiNbO3), fabricated through the press-focusing technique [35], inside a 3.4
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mm diameter SS housing (altered from a 10 gauge, 200 µm wall thickness hypodermic SS tube,
type 304) and then coaxially configured a 1.2-mm outer diameter gradient-index (GRIN) lens
unit [Figure 2.5(g)] inside the transducer. The unit had an optical working distance of 6.5 mm in
the water medium that filled the imaging probe. We chose the working distance by considering
the large path length (3.6 mm) between the transducer and the plastic membrane (i.e., imaging
window) at the given probe outer diameter of 3.8 mm, and the optical focal spot was confocally
placed within the acoustic focal zone of the transducer, at ~0.8 mm outside the membrane
surface. To accommodate the GRIN lens unit inside the transducer while maximizing the
effective area of the piezo-electric element, we fabricated the transducer with stepped center hole
diameters: a 1.3 mm hole for the installation of the GRIN lens and a 0.9 mm hole for the exit of
the laser beam [Figure 2.5(i)].
As shown in Figure 2.5(g), the GRIN lens unit was enclosed in an SS tube (1.2 mm O.D., 1.0
mm I.D.; altered from a 17 gauge, 254 µm wall thickness hypodermic SS tube, type 304) and
completely sealed with epoxy at both ends to avoid water permeation. To achieve the maximal
optical numerical aperture (NA) at the given working distance, we utilized a custom ordered
GRIN lens (0.20 pitch, GRINTECH GmbH) with a 0.5 mm outer diameter and 2.4 mm length.
Inside the SS tube, the GRIN lens was coupled with a single-mode optical fiber (SM600,
Thorlabs), which guided the laser beam from a light source. The distance between the optical
fiber’s tip and the beam entrance surface of the GRIN lens was set at 0.8 mm. This distance and
the pitch of the GRIN lens were determined from a ZEMAX simulation. Importantly, we chose
the above shown [Figure 2.5(g)], glass ferrule-based affixing method to assemble the GRIN lens
and optical fiber, instead of directly attaching a GRIN lens with a different pitch, because it is
not desirable to have any glued interface along the beam path or an intermediately formed
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focused zone of the laser beam inside the GRIN lens, owing to the high laser energy flux with a
high-pulse repetition rate. After completing the GRIN lens unit [Figure 2.5(g)], we analyzed the
output beam profile using a beam profiler (SP620U, OPHIR Beam Gauge) and measured the
FWHM-based beam diameter to be ~9.2 µm [Figure 2.5(i)] – this value yields a beam waist size
(ѡ0) of 7.8 µm and an optical NA of ~0.022 under the assumption of a Gaussian beam.

Figure 2.5. OR-PAEM probe and peripheral systems. (a,b) Photos of the OR-PAEM probe showing
the imaging window side (a) and bridge side (b). (c) Photo of the SS tubular housing and distal cap.
SS, stainless steel. (d) Photo of the optical illumination and acoustic detection unit. (e) Photo of the
scanning mirror and micromotor unit. (f) Schematic of (d). The virtual locations of the scanning mirror
and the plastic membrane (imaging window) are indicated by two colored dashed lines. (g) Photos of
the GRIN lens unit before (upper) and after (lower) being enclosed by a SS tube 2. (h) Front view of
the US transducer. (i) Laser beam intensity profile at the focal distance. (j) Schematic of the entire
setup. (k) Motorized pullback stage. (l) Frequency multiplier circuit diagram.
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In realizing the OR-PAEM probe, one of the most crucial processes was to provide acoustic
matching for the inner cavity of the imaging probe to efficiently transmit generated PA waves to
the US transducer. Unlike the flexible shaft-based proximal actuation mechanism, which delivers
mechanical torque from an external source, the scanning mirror and built-in micromotor-based
mechanical scanning mechanism advantageously solves the acoustic matching requirement
because all the moving parts of the imaging probe are housed in an isolated space of the distal
section [Figure 2.5(a)]. To provide acoustic matching inside the probe, we implemented the
probe so that liquid could be injected – in this study, we utilized deionized water as the matching
medium because it exhibits both high optical transparency and low acoustic attenuation for highfrequency acoustic waves. As shown in Figures 2.5(d) and 2.5(f), we installed a SS hypodermic
tube (28 gauge, 76 µm wall thickness, ~2 cm length, type 304) at the base of the GRIN-lens and
transducer unit for water injection, and also installed another SS hypodermic tube (30 gauge, ~1
cm length, 102 µm wall thickness, type 304) at a side of the mechanical unit for water drainage
[Figure 2.5(e)], which will be explained later. The water injection SS tube is further extended by
a ~50 cm long plastic tube (762 µm O.D., 254 µm I.D., Tygon) along the flexible body section.
Thus, the flexible body section of the probe is comprised of the optical fiber (~2 m length), the
water injection plastic tube (~50 cm length), the signal wire (38 AWG, 50 Ω, ~1 m length, New
England Wire Technologies) of the transducer, the four electric wires of the micromotor (~2 m
length), and an additional narrow diameter SS tubular stiffener (30 gauge, ~50 cm length) to
reinforce the flexible body section. All of these components are then fully sheathed with a ~30
cm long polyethylene terephthalate (PET, Advanced Polymers) plastic tube (see section 1 in
Figure 2.5(b)), with the procedure described below.
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The overall structure of the probe and the water injection unit was similar to that of previous
PAE probes. However, we improved the overall mechanical performance and the water injection
function by modifying the related designs slightly. To fabricate the endomicroscope, we utilized
standard size medical grade hypodermic SS tubes purchased from either MicroGroup or
McMaster-Carr, and utilized several different medical grade adhesives with different viscosities
and curing times, such as M-31CL (Loctite), Loctite 4014 (Loctite), and DP-125 (3M). To form
the imaging window of the endomicroscope [Figure 2.5(a)], we utilized a PET heat shrink tube
(140150CST, 3.56 mm average expanded diameter, 38 µm wall thickness, Advanced Polymers)
because it exhibits good optical and acoustic transparency and also is relatively easy to glue
compared to other plastic materials. We used an ordinary UV-curing optical adhesive (NOA68,
Norland Products, purchased from Thorlabs) to seal the gap between the tubular imaging
window and the SS housing. To form the metal housing of the endomicroscope [Figure 2.5(c)],
we utilized 9 gauge (178 µm wall thickness) and 10 gauge (254 µm wall thickness for the
imaging window section and 203 µm wall thickness for the mechanical unit adapter installed at
the tip of the housing) SS hypodermic tubes (type 304).
For PA imaging, we developed peripheral systems as shown in Figure 2.5(j). We utilized a Qswitched diode-pumped Nd:YAG laser (SPOT 10-200-532, Elforlight) that provided a 532-nm
wavelength with a pulse duration of ~1 ns. A portion of the laser beam was selected by an
aperture (1.3 mm diameter) and a variable neutral density (ND) filter (NDC-50C-4, Thorlabs),
then focused into a 50-µm diameter pinhole (#59-261, Edmund) by a convex lens (f = 10 cm) for
spatial filtering. After the filtration, the beam was collimated by a convex lens (f = 30 cm),
further shaped by an aperture (4.0 mm diameter), and focused into the input of the
endomicroscope’s optical fiber by a 10× objective lens. Finally, to generate PA waves, the beam
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was delivered to the target tissue via the optical fiber, the GRIN lens, and the scanning mirror.
Once PA waves were generated, some of them were reflected by the same mirror, sent to the
transducer, converted into electrical signals, amplified by an amplifier (5073PR, Panametrics),
and digitally recorded by a data acquisition (DAQ) card (200 MHz, NI PCI-5124, National
Instruments). Throughout the experiments, the output energy of laser beam at the GRIN lens
aperture was regulated to be ~500 nJ/pulse by adjusting the ND filter, based on the readout
power value provided by the optical power meter (PM20A, Thorlabs) shown in Figure 2.5(j).
Since we knew that the energy delivery efficiency from the output of aperture 2 to the output of
the GRIN lens unit was about 35%, and 30% to the optical power meter, we could estimate the
output power at the GRIN lens unit. Under the assumption of a Gaussian beam, this energy
yields a surface fluence of ~44 mJ/cm2, which is about two times greater than the ANSI safety
limit (20 mJ/cm2) for allowable skin laser fluence [25] but below the damage threshold (200
mJ/cm2).
For this endomicroscope, we utilized the same type of micromotor (SBL015-06XXPG254;
Namiki Precision) as employed in our previous endoscopic probes [8] because of its superior
torque and scanning speed. Also, as before, we used the scanning mirror’s angular positionencoded TTL signals (254 pulses at ~1 kHz per one full mirror rotation) to synchronously trigger
peripheral systems, such as the laser and the DAQ card [Figure 2.5(j)]. However, because the
optical beam diameter determines the transverse resolution of OR-PAEM, it is important to
provide a sufficient A-line sampling density for each B-scan such that consecutive optical beams
overlap. Therefore, we implemented another circuit that multiplies the original TTL frequency
by eight times [Figure 2.5(l)], i.e., 2032 pulses at ~8 kHz for one full mirror rotation. In other
words, we performed OR-PAEM imaging with an A-line acquisition rate of ~8 kHz and a B-scan
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rate of 4 Hz, which is also the rotational speed of the scanning mirror; each B-scan consists of
2032 A-lines.
As discussed earlier, another advantage of the scanning mirror and built-in micromotor-based
mechanical scanning mechanism is that it enables static mounting of the optical fiber and signal
wires. Thus, it is possible to perform a pullback C-scan over a large interval without the aid of a
sophisticated pullback system. In this study, we utilized a previously-constructed motorized
pullback system which includes a step motor and a linear motion guide actuator
(KR2001A+200L0-0000, THK) with a stroke of ~14 cm [Figure 2.5(k)]. To synchronously
control the pullback pitch in accordance with the rotation of the scanning mirror, we utilized the
TTL signals provided by the delay generator, in which a counter circuit was also installed to
adjust the pullback pitch, as shown in Figure 2.5(j).

Figure 2.6. Acoustic characteristics of the US transducer. (a) Geometry of the transducer (side view).
(b) Experimentally measured US pulse-echo signal variation. (c) Simulated transmission (1W)
acoustic intensity map. (d) Theoretical transverse 1W- and 2W-PSFs on the focal place, along with an
experimentally measured 2W-LSF. (e) 1W FWHM-based acoustic beam diameter vs. axial distance.
(f) 1W and 2W acoustic amplitude variations vs. axial distance.
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Results

In realizing the endomicroscope, to achieve maximum sensitivity, the most

critical step was aligning the GRIN lens unit [Figure 2.5(g)] inside the hole of the focused US
transducer [Figure 2.5(h)] as accurately as possible. For this reason, we quantified the acoustic
performance of the transducer [Figure 2.6(a)] before assembling it with the GRIN lens unit
[Figure 2.5(g)]. First, we experimentally determined the focal distance of the transducer by
measuring the pulse-echo signals reflected from a quartz block. As shown in the signal amplitude
variation graph [Figure 2.6(b)], we observed a peak response at a distance of ~4.4 mm from the
transducer. Also, based on the pulse-echo signal, we determined the center frequency (42 MHz)
and the fractional bandwidth (~80%) of the transducer. After this experiment, we performed two
Field II software [36] simulations to further characterize its acoustic performance.
First, we investigated the transmission acoustic intensity distribution of the transducer and
acquired the intensity map presented in Figure 2.6(c). Because this intensity map implies the
one-way (1W) sensitivity distribution related with PA signal detection, we extracted from the
map a transverse point spread function (PSF) for the focal distance of 4.4 mm [Figure 2.6(d)],
which showed a FWHM value of ~86 µm. In general, a 1W-PSF shows a broader distribution
than a corresponding US pulse-echo (i.e., two-way: 2W) PSF because only one-way acoustic
focusing is involved; the green dotted 2W-PSF curve, which was acquired from another Field II
simulation, shows this characteristic. To validate that the theoretical 1W- and 2W-PSFs were
reliable data reflecting the true acoustic characteristics of the transducer, we measured a US
pulse-echo (2W) LSF, using a ~20 µm diameter tungsten wire. As shown by the blue solid curve
[Figure 2.6(d)], the experimentally acquired 2W-LSF agrees well with the theoretical 2W-PSF.
From the intensity map [Figure 2.6(c)], we also plotted the variation of the 1W FWHM acoustic
beam diameter [Figure 2.6(e)] and acoustic amplitude [Figure 2.6(f)] versus the axial distance;
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the US pulse-echo (2W) based amplitude variation graph in Figure 2.6(f) was acquired from
another Field II simulation.

Figure 2.7. Quantification of the system resolutions and sensitivity. (a) Schematic rendering of the
microsphere-gelatin phantom imaging experiment. (b) Light microscopic image of the microspheregelatin mixture. (c) Representative B-scan image (Hilbert transformed) acquired from the microspheregelatin phantom. (d) Merged plot of representative A-line signals (Hilbert transformed) generated by
microspheres at different depths, which shows a PA signal distribution according to depth (due to the
large data size, we plotted only the most prominent microsphere’s A-line signal at each depth). (e) Plot
of sequential A-line signals generated from a microsphere located at the focus. (f) Radial and
transverse PSFs extracted from (e). (g) Photo showing the blade target and scanning direction. (h)
Averaged B-scan image of the blade (Hilbert transformed). (i) ESF extracted from (h). (j) LSF derived
from (i). In (i) and (j), the dashed curves were fitted with an error function and a Gaussian function,
respectively.

We used the analyzed acoustic characteristics of the transducer to guide its assembly with the
GRIN lens unit [Figure 2.5(g)]. Because the accurate alignment of the optical and acoustic foci
was most critical, we utilized a 100-µm diameter pinhole as an alignment target. In brief, in a
water tank, we adjusted the location and orientation of the pinhole to make the transducer’s
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acoustic beam pass through the pinhole; the pinhole could be translated by an X-Y-Z translation
stage, while the transducer was firmly fixed. Then we removed the water, inserted the GRIN lens
unit into the 1.3-mm diameter hole of the transducer [Figure 2.5(f)], and carefully aligned it so
that the transmitted laser beam also passed through the pinhole. We performed the final
alignment solely by manually positioning the GRIN lens unit while 5-minutes epoxy spread
around the base of the GRIN lens and transducer unit [Figure 2.5(f)] started to cure. A postassembly measurement showed that the mismatch between the acoustic focus and optical focus
was less than 32 µm in the transverse plane. As shown in Figure 2.6(e), the transducer showed a
nearly constant maximal focal zone (i.e., a plateau) over a large range, from 3.8 mm to 5.3 mm;
just outside these two positions, the acoustic intensity of the side lobes started to become greater
than the half values of their maxima (i.e., –6 dB), widening the FWHM beam diameter steeply.
The large depth of acoustic focus facilitated the longitudinal alignment of the laser beam and
acoustic beam.
First, we imaged an optical phantom made of 3 µm diameter polystyrene black dyed
microspheres (#605633, Polysciences) and gelatin (#G2500, Sigma–Aldrich) [Figure 2.7(a)]. In
the phantom, the concentrations of the microspheres and gelatin were 0.009% and 10% (w/v),
respectively, when they were dissolved in water. Figure 2.7(b) is a light microscopic image
(×100) of a drop of the mixture before it hardened. After spreading ultrasound gel on the surface
of the phantom for acoustic matching [Figure 2.7(a)], we positioned the endomicroscope,
performed a pullback C-scan with a pitch of 1 µm, and recorded 2000 B-scan images during the
helical motion of the scanning mirror. For this experiment, however, we did not use the TTL
signals provided by the frequency multiplier [Figure 2.7(j)] because the desired transverse step
size of the scanning mirror was smaller than the theoretical transverse resolution value of ~9.2
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µm. Thus, we utilized a 16-kHz TTL signal provided by a function generator for triggering the
DAQ and laser system and also reduced the B-scan speed to 2 Hz, which resulted in an angular
step size for the scanning mirror ¼ of the theoretical transverse resolution value.

Figure 2.8. Label-free in vivo OR-PAEM images of a rat colorectum. (a) Volume rendered image
(Media 1). The right-hand side corresponds to the anus. (b) RMAP image of (a). MD, mid-dorsal; L,
left; R, right. (c–f) Representative B-scan images (selected from the marked four positions, only ~2.0
mm depths are displayed). In the magnified image of (c), the dashed white arc represents the optical
working distance of the probe. LBV, large blood vessel. (g) Post-experiment surgical photo.
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In Figure 2.7(c), we present a B-scan image acquired from the phantom (only a 90º angular
region is displayed). As the microspheres were embedded randomly in the phantom, they
generated sharp spike signals with different intensities according to depth. So, by plotting all Aline signals that included such spike signals over the entire data set [Figure 2.7(d)], we were able
to validate the targeted location of the optical focus and also estimate the sensitivity of the
endomicroscope. From the graph, one can see that the signal sensitivities show a clear depth
dependency following the diameter variation of the laser beam, and that the strongest signal
appeared at the focal distance of the optical illumination (i.e., ~0.8 mm from the probe surface,
as we intended), as shown by the manually marked dashed curve. To estimate the radial
resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), we selected a set of PA signals generated by a
microsphere located at the focal distance from Figure 2.7(d) and plotted them in Figure 2.7(e).
As shown in Figure 2.7(f), from this specific microsphere, the radial resolution was estimated to
be ~50 µm, and the SNR appeared to be approximately 29 dB; PA signals from other
microspheres also yielded the same radial resolution value.
While the transverse resolution of the endomicroscope also could be estimated from Figure
2.7(e), it might not be accurate because only a few microspheres were located close to the optical
focal spot. Thus, to more accurately determine the transverse resolution through an averaging of
multiple images, we imaged a surgical blade [Figure 2.7(g)] using the same scanning parameters
applied in the previous experiment. After fixing the blade at the focal distance of the
endomicroscope [Figure 2.7(g)], we transversely scanned it in the direction of the arrow and
acquired 100 B-scan images, from which an ESF could be extracted. Figure 2.7(h) represents an
averaged PA image acquired from the blade, and Figure 2.7(i) shows the ESF extracted from the
image. To determine the transverse resolution, we took the derivative of the ESF and acquired a
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LSF [Figure 2.7(i)]. As shown in the fitting curve, the transverse resolution appeared to be ~10
µm, which is close to the beam diameter shown in Figure 2.5(i).
To demonstrate the endomicroscope’s IVM capability, we imaged the descending colon of a
Sprague Dawley rat (~450 g; Harlan) with the setup shown in Figure 2.5(j). We anesthetized the
animal by administrating a cocktail of 87 mg/kg ketamine and 13 mg/kg xylazine (IP) and placed
it on a stable stage. Once the animal was properly positioned, we spread medical ultrasound gel
into the colon for acoustic matching. Then, we inserted the endomicroscope through the anus,
advanced it ~6 cm, and performed a C-scan imaging with a pullback speed of ~40 µm/s and a Bscan speed of 4 Hz. During imaging, anesthesia was maintained with 1.5–2.0% isoflurane
supplied through a nose cone. After the experiment, the rat was euthanized by a pentobarbital
overdose (150 mg/kg, IP), and subsequently dissected to validate the imaged organ. All
procedures in the experiment followed protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at Washington University in St. Louis.
In Figure 2.8, we present a volume rendered image [Figure 2.8(a)] and a radial-maximum
amplitude projection (RMAP) image [Figure 2.8(b)] acquired from the animal and also display
representative B-scan images [Figures 2.8(c)–(f)] and a post-experiment surgical photo [Figure
2.8(g)]. The first two vasculature images were processed from a C-scan data set, 350 pixels deep
× 2032 A-lines × 4000 B-scan slices. The images cover a 4 cm long pullback section and 270º
angular field of view (in each B-scan image, however, 508 A-lines corresponding to a 90º
angular region were removed because they were blocked by the bridge of the SS probe housing).
In processing the vasculature images, we applied the Hilbert transformation to the raw data to
extract the envelope of the bipolar signal and applied a down sampling algorithm to reduce the
data size.
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Figure 2.9. (a) Distribution of total hemoglobin contribution of rat colorectum with tumor. (b) Oxygen
saturation of the tumor region.

As shown in the RMAP image [Figure 2.8(b)], the endomicroscope provided a much clearer
view of the colorectal vasculature than the previous acoustic-resolution PA endoscopic images
[37]; based on the estimation of apparent blood vessel diameters, approximately a 10-fold
improvement in spatial resolution was achieved. Also, the capillaries distributed in the inner wall
of the colorectum were clearly differentiated [Figure 2.8(c)] with the full resolving power
presented in Figure 2.7. Due to motion artifacts and the large variation in colorectal wall
distances [Figure 2.8(c)], however, the apparent resolution in the RMAP image was slightly
degraded during the composition of individual B-scan slices. Nevertheless, the prototype probe
imaged the colorectal vasculature with an apparent resolution of less than 30 µm.
With the current sensitivity of the transducer and a laser power of 500 nJ, we were able to detect
PA signals from a ~500 µm depth, which was enough to encompass the entire thickness of the
colorectal wall (~400 µm) and visualize some of neighboring large blood vessels (LBVs)
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[Figures 2.8(d)–(f)] which are assumed to be the blood vessels connecting the colorectum and
mesenteric tissue. The 500-nJ pulse energy was somewhat higher than the values typically
utilized in OR-PAM systems. However, the laser beam diameter at the focal distance was also
correspondingly larger; the low optical NA of 0.022 was also advantageous in maintaining the
optical resolving power over a large depth range.

Figure 2.10. Average sO2 at different distance from tumor center (marked with white star in Figure
2.9(b)).

With the improved resolution, we can use the PAEM to study pathological changes with a lot of
details. We imaged a rat colorectum tumor with laser beams of two wavelengths and analyzed
the oxygen saturation. The image shows convoluted, tortuous, and excessive vessel branching at
the tumor region [Figure 2.9(a)]. The tumor also shows lower overall oxygen saturation
compared to normal tissue, i.e. the tumor is hypoxemia [Figures 2.9(b), 2.10].
Discussion

In this study, we showed the feasibility of PAT-based IVM for the first time by

implementing a fully-encapsulated OR-PAEM probe and imaging the microvasculature of a rat
colorectum. With an optical NA of 0.022, we achieved a transverse resolution as fine as 10 µm,
the finest among reported optical-resolution endoscopic PA images [31,32], and an SNR of 29
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dB from a 3-µm diameter microsphere illuminated by a 500-nJ pulse energy in a beam 9.2 µm in
diameter. As demonstrated in the in vivo experiment, the major benefit of OR-PAEM over
existing IVM techniques is that it enables high-resolution angiographic imaging without using a
contrast agent. Although other groups have achieved comparable resolutions [31,32], their image
demonstrations were limited to only phantom experiments because their probes are not fully
encapsulated. We achieved the first in vivo OR-PAEM imaging by combining the confocal
focused-optical illumination and acoustic detection scheme with our established probe
encapsulation and acoustic matching strategy, which is one of the most important technical
elements.
Although the acoustic matching and probe sheathing method presented here is not simple and
requires a long preparation time (40–60 minutes), we believe it could be a valuable technical
basis for developing more advanced PA endoscopic systems. For example, the water injection
strategy and associated system elements could be applied to using such an OR-PAEM probe with
a medical balloon, which is frequently utilized for mitigating motion artifacts [38] in various
clinical environments. One possible option for slightly reducing the long assembly time is to
build the GRIN lens and transducer unit [Figure 2.5(d)] without the gap within them [Figure
2.5(f)], by which one can skip the long (~15 minutes) water injection time. However, as we
discussed in our recent report [7], the entire acoustic matching and probe sheathing process could
be completely avoided if the corrosive water-based matching medium could be replaced with an
oil-based medium which could be retained in the probe perpetually. So far, we have tried a
silicone oil-based medium. However, we found that, although silicone oil was superior in terms
of optical transparency, it turned out to be inapplicable to the current probe configuration
because the large travel distance (3.6 mm) from the membrane to the transducer caused large
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acoustic attenuation of high-frequency acoustic waves. Thus, high optical transparency and low
acoustic attenuation must be considered as key requirements for PA endoscopy.
To make the developed technique more broadly applicable, several additional technical advances
should be achieved. The first is to embody a multi-wavelength OR-PAEM system. In this study,
we demonstrated the vasculature imaging capability of the implemented endomicroscope by
using a 532 nm laser wavelength. We chose the wavelength due to the availability of laser
sources with a high pulse-repetition rate (~8 kHz). For in vivo vasculature imaging, however,
other wavelengths, such as 542 nm and 576 nm, are known to be generally better in terms of the
SNR of detected PA signals at a given pulse energy because oxy-hemoglobin shows high optical
absorption at those wavelengths. Also, one can choose other wavelengths for visualizing various
functional information, such as the oxygen saturation of hemoglobin, or molecular information,
such as the distribution of various contrast agents or molecular probes. In general, PAT systems
are developed for imaging objects over large depths. Thus, one can choose an optimal
wavelength to increase the imaging depth. However, OR-PAM or OR-PAEM is not noted for
their depth capability: their typical imaging depth is ~1 mm, and they are more affected by
optical scattering. Thus, one can choose the wavelength according to the optical absorption peak
of the contrast agent of interest, either endogenous or exogenous.
The second important task is to increase the sensitivity of the imaging probe. In this study, we
achieved an adequate SNR with an optical energy of ~500 nJ/pulse, which yields a surface
fluence of ~44 mJ/cm2, about two times greater than the ANSI safety limit (20 mJ/cm2) for
allowable skin laser fluence [25]. Although this value is lower than the damage threshold of
general tissue (200 mJ/cm2), it would not be desirable to use for internal organ imaging,
especially for clinical applications (currently there is no explicit and specific reference on the
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pulsed laser beam dose to use with PAT. However, we observed no damage with the typical
fluence applied to human skin). We believe that the laser dose can be substantially reduced by
employing more sensitive ultrasound detectors, such as lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate
(PMN-PT)-based US transducer [39] or optical ultrasound detectors [40].
To use OR-PAEM as an even higher resolution IVM imaging tool, the third task is to increase
the spatial resolution. Although we showed the feasibility of OR-PAEM imaging, the resolution
benefit was limited to only the transverse direction, and the radial (depth) resolution was still
limited by the acoustic parameters of the employed US transducer. Thus, in the in vivo rat
colorectum imaging [Figure 2.8], we were not able to clearly differentiate blood vessels in
different layers of the colorectum. Consequently, increasing the radial resolution could be an
interesting research subject. It is a well-known fact that achieving high-radial resolution with
PAT is relatively difficult compared to other optical microscopy techniques, such as two-photon
microscopy. However, a recent study reported by Wang et al. demonstrated that it could be
feasible in OR-PAM [41]. In an in vitro condition, they achieved a 2.3 µm radial resolution.
Also, one can increase the transverse resolution by increasing the optical NA, at the expense of
the depth of focus, and optimize the working distance depending on target applications. To
acquire high resolution PA images, however, the imaging speed should be increased together
with resolution, because motion artifacts deteriorate the apparent resolution.
In this study, we implemented the first OR-PAEM system with a full IVM imaging capability
and achieved a transverse resolution as low as 10 µm, the finest among reported opticalresolution endoscopic PA images, and an SNR of 29 dB for a 3-µm diameter microsphere
illuminated by a 500-nJ pulse energy in a beam of 9.2 µm in diameter. Also, by using a 532-nm
laser wavelength, we acquired the first in vivo OR-PAEM image from a rat colorectum and
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produced a three-dimensional vasculature image with an apparent resolution of less than 30 µm.
As the system can be utilized in small animals and also can potentially accommodate many other
multi-functional molecular probes, it could be a useful tool in many biological experiments, such
as tumor and metabolic disease studies. Moreover, the OR-PAEM’s unique label-free imaging
capability would enhance IVM’s role in such clinical circumstances where the uses of contrast
agents are undesired.

2.3 Catheter-based Photoacoustic Endoscope for Human
Esophagus Imaging
Background In 2009, our group implemented a 4.2 mm diameter PA endoscope and
demonstrated its feasibility for PAE [6]. To solve the aforementioned technical issues, we
employed a rotating scanning mirror driven by a built-in micromotor. The main advantage of this
probe configuration is that it enables static mounting of the optical fiber and signal wires, thereby
facilitating the optical and acoustical integration and providing a simple solution to the acoustic
matching requirement. As the performance of the prototype endoscope was satisfactory, we
developed a 3.8 mm diameter probe [7] with the same probe configuration. In addition to
reducing the size of the probe, we also improved the image resolution by using a focused US
transducer. With this probe, we demonstrated simultaneous dual-wavelength PA and US
endoscopy for the first time through in vivo animal experiments. After the in vivo demonstration,
we proceeded to develop a 2.5 mm diameter miniprobe to increase the clinical applicability of
the PAE technique [8]. Our goal was to use the miniprobe for imaging human upper
gastrointestinal (GI) tracts with Barrett’s esophagus via the 3.7 mm diameter instrument channel
of a clinical video endoscope. However, the sharply bent section of the entry port precluded
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normal insertion of the 35 mm long rigid distal section, which includes a micromotor. To avoid
this bend, the probe had to be inserted in reverse through the exit port. Thus, we concluded that
the probe was suitable only for lower GI tract imaging.
For imaging the human esophagus, it is essential to use a video endoscope for image guidance to
approach the target organ safely. Thus, the PAE probe must be narrow and flexible to pass
through the instrument channel of the video endoscope freely. The probe also must be fully
encapsulated to avoid direct contact of the scanning tip with the target tissue during mechanical
scanning. To meet these technical requirements, we have designed and implemented a new
catheter-based PAE system and demonstrated its endoscopic functionality through the instrument
channel. This endoscopic system is based on mechanical scanning of a single-element US
transducer. Its flexible catheter section, 3.2 mm in outer diameter and 2.5 m in length, can be
inserted into a 3.7-mm diameter instrument channel. This prototype features a flexible shaftbased proximal actuation mechanism, like commercial endoscopic ultrasound miniprobes, and a
laser beam delivery through a rotary junction, like most endoscopic optical coherence
tomography catheters. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first PAE system that has been
fully encapsulated in a plastic catheter and sufficiently miniaturized to be usable for imaging via
the instrument channel of a standard clinical endoscope. Here, we describe the detailed structure
and fabrication of the new PAE system and present experimental results demonstrating its full
intra-instrument channel workability and in vivo imaging capability.
Methods

Figure 2.11 shows schematic diagrams and photos of the implemented PAE

system. As presented in Figure 2.11(a), the endoscopic system is comprised of a proximal
actuation unit, a ~2.5 m long flexible body section sheathed with a plastic catheter, and a rigid
distal section that includes a scanning mirror. A step motor installed in the proximal actuation
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unit provides torque. The torque is transferred to a hollow metal shaft supported by two ball
bearings through a timing belt and pulleys, and further transmitted to the scanning mirror
through the 2.5-m long flexible shaft (TC+2113-70-2600-01, Asahi Intecc). Finally, the scanning
mirror receives the torque and performs side-view rotational scanning.
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Figure 2.11. (a) Schematic of the catheter-based PAE system. (b) Photo of the entire endoscopic
system. (c) Photo of the rigid distal section. (d) Schematic showing the detailed structure of the rigid
distal section presented in (c). (e) Photos of the flexible shaft and optical fiber tip, the bronze sleeve
bearing, the scanning mirror, and the focused US transducer. (f) Photo of the 2.5-m long flexible shaft
connected to the hollow metal shaft depicted in (a). The inset represents a magnified sleeve bearing.

For PA imaging, a pulsed laser beam from a laser source (Nd:YVO4, INNOSLAB IS811-E,
EdgeWave) is guided by a multimode optical fiber (~5 m long, 0.22 NA, 365 µm core diameter,
BFL22-365, Thorlabs), transferred via a rotary junction [Figure 2.11(a)] to the endoscope’s
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optical fiber (same type, ~2.5 m long) located inside the flexible shaft, sent to the target tissue by
the optics located in the scanning mirror to generate PA waves. The generated PA waves that
propagate to the scanning mirror are reflected to a focused US transducer (1.7 mm aperture, f = 5
mm, NA = 0.17, 40 MHz) and converted into electrical signals. Figures 2.11(b) and (c) show the
entire endoscopic system and the distal section of the probe.
In Figures 2.11(d) and (e), we present a more detailed structure of the rigid distal section [Figure
2.11(c)] and photos of several key components, respectively. The rigid distal section is ~16 mm
long, and its housing was fabricated from a 3.05 mm diameter stainless steel tube (wall
thickness: 0.33 mm). Inside the housing, the scanning mirror (2.1 mm outer diameter) and the
focused US transducer (2.1 mm outer diameter) are encapsulated as shown in Figure 2.11(d). To
provide smooth rotation to the scanning mirror, we utilized a bronze sleeve bearing, and placed
bushings at the sleeve bearing’s ends to eliminate longitudinal movement of the scanning mirror.
The bronze sleeve bearing also acts as a joint connecting the rigid distal section and the plastic
catheter (3.18 mm outer diameter, and 1.59 mm inner diameter) made of polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE, ZEUS). The scanning mirror is mechanically coupled to the flexible shaft via a narrowdiameter stainless steel tubular shaft (~0.81 mm outer diameter).
The optical fiber’s tip [Figure 2.11(d)] is polished at an ~30° angle, and the scanning mirror’s
inner space is filled with air, so that the laser beam that impinges on the polished fiber surface
experiences an optical total internal reflection (TIR) and it exits the fiber with an oblique angle
of ~43°. The laser beam is then reflected by a dielectric-coated borofloat mirror (altered from
#45-596, Edmund) and finally sent to the target tissue after passing through an optically
transparent sapphire window (altered from #43-627, Edmund) and an optically clear PET plastic
membrane (~3 mm inner diameter, ~25 µm wall thickness, 103-0380, Advanced Polymers). The
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PET membrane, a medical grade plastic, forms an imaging window by sealing the inner cavity of
the stainless steel housing.
To provide acoustic matching from the imaging window to the US transducer [Figure 2.11(d)],
we filled the inner cavity of the endoscope with de-ionized water. Also, we used sapphire for the
optical window of the scanning mirror because it has an adequate thickness (0.5 mm) and high
acoustic impedance (44.3 MRayl) for perfect TIR of the approaching acoustic waves within the
acceptance angle of the US transducer. The 0.5-mm thickness is ~1.8 times larger than the
wavelength of the 40 MHz acoustic waves, and the ratio of sound propagation speeds in water
and sapphire is 1.5/11.1 for longitudinal waves.
In Figure 2.11(e), we show the components of the rigid distal section, including the flexible shaft
and optical fiber tip, the bronze sleeve bearing, the scanning mirror, and the focused US
transducer. Figure 2.11(f) shows the entire flexible shaft; its proximal end is connected to the
hollow metal shaft [Figure 2.11(a)], and its distal end, which corresponds to the optical fiber tip,
is shown in Figure 2.11(e). As shown in the inset, we affixed stainless steel sleeve bearings
around the surface of the flexible shaft at ~12.5 cm intervals to minimize mechanical friction
during its rotation. To assemble the components, we utilized medical grade epoxies, such as M31CL (Loctite) and DP-125 (3M).
Figure 2.12 shows the interior of the proximal actuation unit [Figure 2.11(a)]. To control the step
motor’s rotation speed, we employ a function generator (SFG-2110, GWInstek) which provides
TTL signals with a continuously variable frequency. The function generator’s TTL signals
trigger the step motor’s driver circuit as well as the laser system and a data acquisition (DAQ)
card (NI PCI-5124, National Instruments). Once an endoscopic imaging session is initiated, we
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slowly dial the function generator’s TTL frequency to a desired value and then transmit the TTL
signals to the laser system and immediately activate our DAQ program. The acquired PA images
are displayed on the computer screen in real time. For PA imaging, we utilized a 532-nm laser
wavelength (~10 ns pulse duration) with a pulse energy of ~0.25 mJ. The laser beam delivered
by the 5-m long guiding optical fiber was coupled to the endoscope’s 2.5-m long optical fiber via
the rotary junction. The inset shows the rotary junction, in which one can see two glass ferrules
that enclose the 2.5 m and 5 m optical fibers. We set the number of A-lines for one full B-scan to
be 400, which yields an angular step size of 0.9°.

Step motor driver

Step motor

Glass ferrules

Optical fiber
Power supply
Water drainage
hose
Signal wire
XYZ stage

Figure 2.12. Photos of the proximal actuation unit. The inset shows a magnified view of the rotary
junction formed for coupling the two multimode optical fibers. The optical fibers are placed inside the
two glass ferrules.

To induce PA signals, an adequate level of laser energy must be delivered to the target tissue via
the narrow area of the scanning mirror. As a high laser flux and a high pulse repetition rate can
result in gradual degradation of the optical components, the optics needs to be carefully
designed. In addition, it is important to configure the optical illumination and acoustic detection
units of the rigid distal section appropriately to optimize the signal detection sensitivity over a
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large depth range. Considering these issues, we designed and implemented the units as shown in
Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13 (a) Schematic showing the configuration of optical and acoustic components at the distal
end. (b) Photo of the dielectric mirror and sapphire window attached on a stainless steel frame. (c)
Photo of the entire scanning mirror encapsulated in a stainless steel tube (rotated by ~90° from (b)). (d)
Photo of laser beam projected horizontally to a screen with a deflection angle of 43°. (e) Top view of
the optical fiber tip and beam profile projected to a screen. (f) Photo showing the laser beam firing
direction and acoustic axis of the endoscope. (g) Approximate beam profile of the laser beam exiting
the endoscope. To remove the intensity fluctuations caused by speckle, we averaged the original raw
data image from the beam profiler. (h) Monte Carlo simulated two-dimensional fluence distribution in
the plane including the laser beam axis and the acoustic axis. (i) Fluence variations along the dotted
lines shown in (h). Line #3 indicates the fluence distribution along the acoustic axis.
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In determining the beam path, our main goal was to make the laser beam illuminate the target
tissue as perpendicular as possible to the axis of the endoscope and to ensure that the laser beam
overlapped the acoustic axis of the US transducer, which detects the PA waves reflected by the
sapphire window [Figure 2.13(a)]. To achieve this objective, we conceived a laser beam guiding
method that uses an angle-polished fiber in combination with a small dielectric mirror, which is
attached on the stainless steel frame along with the sapphire window as shown in Figure 2.13(b);
Figure 2.13(c) shows the entire scanning mirror encapsulated in a stainless steel tube (outer
diameter: 2.1 mm).
As shown in Figure 2.13(a), the laser beam is fired toward the dielectric mirror from the
multimode optical fiber (core diameter: 365 µm, n = 1.463 at 532 nm) and then reflected by the
dielectric mirror. Because the optical fiber tip was polished at a 30° angle [Figure 2.13(a)], the
exiting laser beam is deflected by ~43° (for the chief ray) as shown in Figure 2.13(d); an
example of the beam shape exiting the optical fiber is presented in Figure 2.13(e). However, by
adding a reflection plane (the dielectric mirror) with a tilt angle of ~15° to the endoscope axis
[Figure 2.13(a)], we could increase the laser beam illumination angle to ~66° after it exited the
sapphire window (n = 1.768). Figure 2.13(f) shows the final laser beam firing direction and the
acoustic axis of the transducer, from which one can see a mismatch, whose effect will be
discussed later. The laser beam firing method using an angle-polished optical fiber was first
introduced by Karpiouk et al. in their intravascular imaging catheter [42]. However, we added
the dielectric mirror to increase the incident angle to the target tissue.
To more accurately analyze the laser beam profile, we utilized a beam profiler (OPHIR Beam
Gauge). As presented in Figure 2.13(g), the measured beam profile showed a broad illumination
pattern, and the beam area with intensity larger than 90% of the peak value at the central zone
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was ~0.64 mm2 when it passed through the imaging window; ~7.3 % of the total energy was
concentrated in this area. Thus, the set 0.25-mJ pulse energy yielded an optical fluence of lower
than 3 mJ/cm2 (i.e., 15% of the ANSI safety limit [25] for allowable skin laser fluence). The
image resolution of this endoscopic system is determined by the acoustic parameters of the
focused US transducer because no light focusing optics is coupled with the optical fiber. In
designing the endoscope, we targeted a working distance of ~2 mm from the endoscope’s surface
to image human upper GI tracts with Barrett’s esophagus in direct contact mode; Barrett’s
esophagus is a representative esophageal disease developed in the epithelial layer of the lower
esophagus and regarded as a precursor of esophageal cancer.
Using the beam profile data [Figure 2.13(g)] and considering the laser beam incident and
diverging angles, we performed a Monte Carlo simulation [43] to estimate the optical fluence
distribution in target tissue near the acoustic axis. For the simulation, we assumed a semi-infinite
medium for the target tissue with a planar and index-matched boundary (relative refractive index
nrel = 1) and optical properties of absorption coefficient µa = 1.5 cm-1, scattering coefficient µs =
200 cm-1, and scattering anisotropy g = 0.908; these optical properties were of human mucosa
tissue reported by Bashkatov et al. [44]. As shown in the simulation result [Figure 2.13(h)], the
irradiated laser beams [Figure 2.13(g)] quickly diffuse omni-directionally after propagating one
transport mean free path (~0.5 mm). The fluence distribution along the acoustic axis is plotted in
Figure 2.13(i). Even though there is a mismatch between the laser beam firing direction and the
acoustic axis, the endoscope can acquire PA A-line signals over a large depth.
For this endoscope, we implemented a self-focused US transducer (1.7 mm aperture, f = 5 mm)
using lithium niobate (LiNbO3) for the piezoelectric material. Figures 2.14(a) and (b) show a
schematic and photo of the implemented transducer. The transducer’s structure and fabrication
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process were similar to those of the transducer previously utilized for the micromotor-based
endoscopic probe [8]. However, we achieved the focusing by applying a press-focusing
technique [35] that forms the piezo-element’s concave shape through a cracking process created
by pressure applied to the planar surface of the piezo-element. The pressure was typically
applied by a steel bearing ball with the same radius as the desired focal distance (i.e., 5 mm for
this case). Compared with the previous lens-based focusing technique, which affixed a plastic
acoustic lens to the surface of a flat transducer [8], the press-focusing technique enabled
fabrication of a focused US transducer with a higher sensitivity than a lens-based counterpart
(i.e., without the acoustic attenuation caused by the plastic lens) and also yielded a higher
success rate in the focused transducer fabrication process. We measured the insertion loss of the
transducer to be 27.6 dB (water attenuation compensated), which was higher than that of the
previous transducer [7] because of the higher electrical impedance mismatch caused by the
reduced element area (output impedance: ~300 Ω).
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LiNbO3 with
Cr/Au electrodes
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Conductive
backing
Stainless steel
housing
Cable

Figure 2.14 Schematic (a) and photo (b) of the focused US transducer implemented by applying the
press-focusing technique.
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Figure 2.15 (a) Illustration of the affixed US transducer’s signal wire. (b–g) Procedure for affixing the
signal wire at the stainless steel housing (b, d, f) and plastic catheter (c, e, g). (h) Photo of the catheter
probe after affixing the signal wire.

As the US transducer is spherically focused, its transverse resolution varies with depth from the
transducer surface (radial distance); the highest resolution zone of the transducer is located ~2
mm from the imaging window (plastic membrane). In general, a focused US transducer provides
excellent transverse resolution in the focal zone, but out of the focal zones, its transverse
resolution degrades more quickly than that of an unfocused transducer. Nevertheless, we utilized
such a focused type US transducer to resolve blood vessels distributed in the human esophageal
wall. We also chose lithium niobate single crystal as the piezo-electric material because it
consistently shows high performance for the press-focusing technique.
Unlike in our previous micromotor-based endoscopic probes, the US sensor in this PAE system
is placed near the tip of the probe, and the flexible shaft and the scanning mirror are closer to the
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proximal part, occupying most of the inner space of the 2.5 m long plastic catheter section. To
route the signal wire of the US transducer, we applied a static mounting method, which affixes
the signal wire on the outer surface of the PTFE plastic catheter, using two thin PET plastic tubes
(~25 µm thickness), as illustrated in Figure 2.15(a). We had applied this static mounting method
in our previous endoscopic systems and learned that it minimizes the interference noise that is
typically caused by the nearby pulsed laser system. Figures 2.15(b)–5(h) show the detailed
procedure for affixing the signal wire.
In this catheter endoscope, we utilized a 0.44 mm diameter coaxial cable (50 Ω, 40232-1-600-S00000, Hitachi Cable Manchester) for the signal wire of the transducer and a 3.2 mm outer
diameter PTFE plastic catheter (wall thickness: 0.80 mm) for the sheath of the flexible shaft. To
create a route for the signal wire without exceeding the 3.2 mm probe diameter, we first milled
one side of the stainless steel housing as shown in Figure 2.15(b) and also removed ~0.4 mm
from one side of the PTFE plastic catheter, as shown in Figure 2.15(c). We then carefully aligned
the signal wire along the milled groove [Figure 2.15(d)] and the flat surface [Figure 2.15(e)].
Finally, we secured the wire using two medical-grade PET tubes #1 (103-0380, Advanced
Polymers) and #2 (103-0147, Advanced Polymers) over the 16 mm long rigid distal section
[Figure 2.15(f)] and the 2.5 m long flexible body section [Figure 2.15(g)]. PET tube #1 is the
same as that used to form the imaging window; so it is optically and acoustically transparent and
seals the inner space of the probe. Figure 2.15(h) is a photograph of the secured signal wire, and
the proximal situation of the wire is shown in Figure 12. Owing to the passage of the signal wire
along one side of imaging window, the endoscope’s angular field-of-view was limited to ~160°.
Enclosing the signal wire using the PET tubes also provides a simple solution for sterilization of
the endoscope. As the PET tubes (#1 and #2) are very strong for their wall thickness (~25 µm),
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they safely isolate the inner components from physical contact with the target tissue, and their
surface can be easily sterilized with 70% ethanol or ethylene oxide. Also, the thin-wall PET
tubes can be easily removed using an ordinary surgical blade and replaced with new ones
whenever necessary. Although the replacement work cannot be done quickly in clinical settings,
it will definitely benefit hygiene and safety.
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Figure 2.16. (a) Illustration showing a water injection method for providing acoustic matching in the
inner cavity of the endoscope. Photos of the inlet with the sealing screw opened (b) and closed (c).

As mentioned previously, providing an appropriate acoustic matching medium for the inner
cavity of this endoscopic probe is also important to efficiently transmit generated PA waves to
the US transducer. In this study, similar to our previous endoscopic systems, we utilized
deionized water as the matching medium, which exhibits both high optical transparency and low
acoustic attenuation for high-frequency acoustic waves. However, it gradually corrodes the
metallic components and degrades the glued points. Thus, to counteract these problems, we
added water injection and drainage ports to the endoscopic system. Before each endoscopic
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experiment, we fill the inner space of the endoscope with deionized water, and drain it after use.
Figure 2.16 depicts the water injection procedure and related system components.
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Figure 2.17. (a) Experimental setup for quantifying the spatial resolution of the endoscope using a
tungsten wire in clear water. (b) Typical PAE B-scan image of the 20-µm diameter tungsten wire (only
54° angular FOV is presented). (c) Averaged image of the tungsten wire from 200 B-scan images.
Radial (d) and transverse (e) LSFs of the tungsten wire shown in (c). (f) Radial-maximum amplitude
projection image of the tungsten wire processed from 200 B-scan images. (g) Center position graph of
the tungsten wire extracted from (f).

For water injection, we open the sealing screw at the distal end of the probe and immerse the
water injection port into a tank of deionized water, as shown in Figure 2.16(a). Then, we connect
a water drainage hose to a vacuum pump, which sucks up the water. Once the vacuum pump is
switched on, the water starts to fill the inner cavity of the distal end by flowing through a narrow
channel formed on one side of the US transducer. It then gradually moves to the flexible catheter
section via the narrow gap between the stainless steel tubular shaft and the bronze sleeve bearing.
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It finally exits through the water drainage hose located at the proximal actuation unit [Figure
2.12]. The blue arrows in the diagram show the water flow route. Once the inner cavity is filled
with water, the water injection port is blocked using the sealing screw, as presented in Figures
2.16(b)(c). If, on visual inspection under a ~20× microscope, bubbles are seen inside the cavity,
the same procedure is repeated until no bubbles appear. Although we inject deionized water, it
still has to be drained after the experiment because it gradually becomes ionized, which would
corrode the metallic components. For drainage, we open the water injection port and connect the
water drainage hose to the same vacuum system. When the water has been drained, we flush the
inner cavity several times using 95% ethanol, following the same injection method, then
maintain the vacuum connection for several hours to completely remove the ethanol.
Results

After building the system, we tested its mechanical performance and also

quantified its image resolution. With the capacity of the employed step motor, the PAE system
could reach a maximum B-scan speed of 5 Hz, corresponding to an A-line acquisition rate of 2
kHz; higher scanning speeds were limited by the mechanical friction caused by the long length
of the flexible shaft. To analyze the endoscopic probe’s spatial resolution and scanning stability,
we imaged a ~20 µm diameter tungsten wire in a water tank. We placed the target at the focal
position of the endoscope (2 mm from the endoscope surface) and recorded 200 B-scan images.
In this phantom experiment, however, we delivered laser pulses to the target using a different
light-guiding optical fiber because the experiment was performed in a clear medium which did
not scatter the obliquely-fired laser beam to the scanning plane of the transducer. So, as shown in
Figure 2.17(a), we connected the light-guiding optical fiber to the coupling optics of the
endoscope and performed the B-scan imaging by illuminating the wire target from one side,
while keeping all other settings the same. Although we performed this resolution experiment by
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exciting the target using a different optical fiber, its results are valid because the spatial
resolution of this acoustic-resolution PA endoscope is nearly solely determined by the focused
US transducer, i.e., not by the optical illumination.
Figure 2.17(b) shows a typical PA B-scan image acquired from the tungsten wire; because PA Aline raw data include negative values, i.e., they are bipolar, we applied the Hilbert transformation
to extract the envelope of the signal. To more accurately quantify the resolution, we averaged the
200 B-scan images pixel by pixel. From the averaged image [Figure 2.17(c)], we acquired the
radial and transverse LSFs presented in Figures 2.17(d) and (e), respectively. By analyzing the
FWHMs of the LSFs, we determined the radial and transverse resolutions to be ~150 µm and
~160 µm, respectively. These experimental resolutions were worse than the theoretically
estimated resolution values of 43 µm (radial) and 156 µm (transverse); the large discrepancy in
the radial resolution was caused by the electric impedance mismatch between the transducer and
the amplifier, which resulted in a narrowed effective bandwidth for the transducer.
Using the 200 B-scan images, we also analyzed the mechanical jitter (or scanning stability) of
the scanning mirror. As presented in Figure 2.17(f), which was produced by applying a typical
radial maximum amplitude projection process to the 200 B-scan images, the recorded positions
of the wire target were not constant and showed a fluctuation in the lateral direction (i.e., in
angle), caused by the non-uniform rotation of the scanning mirror. We extracted the center
positions of the tungsten wire in angle value [Figure 2.17(g)] and determined the root mean
square (rms) lateral fluctuation of the scanning mirror to be ~2.2°.
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Figure 2.18. (a) Structure of the Intralipid-gelatin based tissue mimicking phantom including two
metal objects (side view). Objects 1 and 2 are 33 gauge (~210 µm dia.) and 30 gauge (~310 µm dia.)
hypodermic needles, respectively. (b) Photo of the phantom (top view). (c) Typical PAE B-scan image
of the two needles (only 54° angular FOV is presented). (d, e) Transverse signal variations of the two
needles analyzed from (c). (f) Transverse resolutions vs. radial distance. The solid line was estimated
from the simulation result, and the dots were determined by the experiments.

While the radial resolution of the focused US transducer shows a relatively constant value, its
transverse resolution shows a large variation according to depth. To investigate the depth
dependence, we imaged two hypodermic needles embedded in an Intralipid-gelatin based tissue
mimicking phantom. Figures 2.18(a) and (b) show the structure and photo of the phantom,
respectively. In creating the phantom, we utilized a 33 gauge (Object 1, ~210 µm dia.) and a 30
gauge (Object 2, ~310 µm dia.) needle as light absorbing objects and fixed them at ~2.0 mm and
4.5 mm depths from the surface of the phantom using a metal frame [Figure 2.18(b)]. We added
20% Intralipid (Fresenius Kabi, purchased from VWR International, #68100-276) to a gelatinwater solution to mimic the reduced scattering coefficient of typical mucosa tissue (~18 cm -1)
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[44]. The gelatin was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (#G2500-1kG; gel strength 300, Type A),
and the Intralipid-gelatin-water phantom was made according to the recipe in Reference [45]. In
this experiment, we utilized relatively large diameter targets compared with the previous
tungsten wire imaging experiment to acquire PA signals with adequate signal-to-noise ratios; as
the matrix medium is turbid, the optical fluence near the objects is much weaker than that in the
clear medium. Also, the diameters of the two needles were selected according to the theoretical
resolution values, although the diameter of Object 1 was ~35% larger than the theoretical
resolution value at the position.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Exit port (3.7 mm diameter)

13 mm outer diameter
video endoscope
Catheter-based photoacoustic
endoscope (3.2 mm diameter)

Figure 2.19. Photos of the catheter-based PAE probe positioned fully within (a) and projecting from
(b) the 3.7-mm instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope. (c) Magnified view of (b).

Figure 2.18(c) shows a representative B-scan image acquired from the phantom. In this
experiment, unlike the previous tungsten wire imaging experiment conducted in a clear medium
[Figure 2.17(a)], laser pulses were delivered through the optical fiber enclosed in the catheter
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endoscope because the targets were embedded in the scattering medium. As shown in the image,
we could detect PA signals from the two objects with adequate signal-to-noise ratios. From the
image, we plotted the transverse signal variations for the two needles in Figures 2.18(d) and (e).
Based on the FWHMs of the two plots, we roughly estimated the transverse resolutions to be
~190 µm and ~450 µm at the two distances, respectively. Because Object 1 has a round surface
and it is located at in the focal zone, the FWHM of the graph curve [Figure 2.18(d)] appeared to
be even smaller than the actual diameter; one can see that only the areas of the two needle
surfaces that were closer to the US transducer were visualized by the endoscope (especially
Object 1).
To compare the experimental results with the theoretical values, we present in Figure 2.18(f) the
theoretical resolution. As shown, the resolution values estimated by the two needles (Objects 1
and 2) are close to the theoretical values. However, the tungsten wire’s resolution value showed
a slightly closer agreement with the theoretical value. As the tungsten wire’s resolution value
was measured in water immersion, like the assumption of the simulation, the high agreement
implies that the fabrication of the transducer was nearly ideal. Therefore, we can reasonably
estimate the transverse resolution values at other distances from the theoretical curve.
After quantifying the resolution, we also tested the endoscope’s intra-instrument channel
workability. Because the endoscope’s outer diameter is ~3.2 mm, we utilized the 3.7 mm
diameter instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope (13911 NKS, Karl Storz). As shown
in Figure 2.19(a) and Video 1, we were able to easily insert the catheter endoscope into the entry
port of the instrument channel and also perform angulation smoothly along with the video
endoscope. Figure 2.19(b) shows the tip of the catheter endoscope projected from the exit port of
the video endoscope, and Figure 2.19(c) represents a magnified view of the catheter endoscope
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emitting green laser light (532 nm). After performing a course of angulation and mechanical
scanning, we were able to retract the probe uneventfully.
To demonstrate the endoscope’s in vivo imaging capability, we imaged the upper esophagus of a
New Zealand white rabbit (~4 kg, female, 7 months old, Harlan Laboratories). Because the
typical diameter (~5 mm) of a rabbit’s esophagus is much narrower than that of the video
endoscope (~13 mm), we imaged the rabbit esophagus using only the PAE probe.
For the experiment, the rabbit was fasted, beginning ~12 hr before the experiments, to reduce the
likelihood of ingesta in the stomach and esophagus. The rabbits were anesthetized with 35–50
mg/kg of ketamine and 5–10 mg/kg of xylazine via intramuscular injection. While anesthetized,
the rabbit was intubated for maintenance of gas anesthesia (1.5–3.0% isoflurane). An
endotracheal tube cuff was inflated to prevent aspiration of water into the lung. The rabbit was
placed on an inclined stage (~10°) in supine position. Just before probe insertion, we filled the
esophagus with water using an enteral feeding syringe connected to a rubber feeding tube (8–12
F or 2.7–4.0 mm). The water provided the necessary acoustic coupling and functioned as a
lubricant during the imaging procedure. After filling the stomach and esophagus with water, we
inserted the endoscopic probe through the mouth and advanced it approximately 25 cm, to the
point at which the probe could no longer be gently advanced. Then, we performed pullback
volumetric scans over a ~6 cm range during constant pullback translation of the probe by a
motorized translation stage at a speed of ~150 µm/s. For this animal experiment, we set the gain
of a signal amplifier at 40 dB, and acquired about 2000 B-scan slices with a longitudinal spacing
of ~30 µm. Throughout the experiment, the rabbit’s anesthesia level and vital signs were
continuously monitored. After the experiment, the rabbit was euthanized by an overdose of
sodium pentobarbital (150 mg/kg) injected in the marginal ear vein. All procedures in the
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experiment followed the protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
at Washington University in St. Louis.
In Figure 2.20, we present several postexperiment-processed PA B-scan images, covering a 160°
angular FOV and 5.4 mm imaging depth, plotted on a linear [Figure 2.20(a) – (c)] and a
logarithmic [Figure 2.20(d) – (f)] color scale. A partial pullback movie showing 800 B-scan
slices is available in Video 3. As shown in the B-scan images [Figure 2.20(d) – (f)], the PAE
system provided cross-sectional images of the esophagus and its neighboring anatomic
structures. From our previous animal imaging experiments, we learned that the typical wall
thickness of a rabbit esophagus is just ~400–600 µm (see the histologic image, Figure 2(i), in
Reference [7]), and the neighboring space of the upper esophagus is occupied by the thymus and
fat tissues, which are not very light absorptive (see the anatomic image, Supplementary Figure
7(a), in Reference [7]). In Figures 2.20 (d) – (f), we provide several landmarks, such as the
esophageal wall, a surface of a neighboring organ [Figure 2.20(d)], and multiple blood vessels
(the arrows) distributed in the mediastinum. As the endoscope was designed to work in direct
contact mode, we could not detect PA signals when the probe’s distance to the esophageal
surface increased beyond approximately more than 1.5 mm (see the dotted lines in Figures
2.20(a) and 20(b)); this dead zone was due to the misalignment between the light illumination
and acoustic detection [Figure 2.15]. Also, blood vessels in the esophageal wall were not clearly
resolved because the acoustic focus was located ~2 mm away from the endoscope surface. If the
surface of the esophageal wall, which has a thickness of less than 1 mm, is located at a distance
beyond ~1.5 mm, the corresponding scanning area becomes a dead zone. Thus, all the
esophageal walls imaged in this experiment were located within the 1.5 mm distance, i.e., out of
optimal focus.
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Figure 2.20. Representative PAE B-scan images of a rabbit esophagus acquired in vivo shown on (a)–
(c) a linear and (d)–(f) logarithmic color scale. The images cover a ~14 mm diameter (i.e., ~5.4 mm
radial imaging depth) and ~160° angular FOV. The left-hand side and lower portion of each image
correspond to the left and the dorsal side of the animal, respectively. BS, bounceback signals; BV,
blood vessel; EW, esophageal wall; SNO, surface of a neighboring organ.

In the presented B-scan images, one can also see arc-shape lines at ~3 mm depth; similar lines
also appeared in our previous PAE images. From a couple of tests, we found that it is a
bounceback signal (i.e., acoustic reflection) of the PA waves generated at the US transducer
surface. Because the tip of the angle-polished optical fiber was cracked a little bit during the
polishing and assembling process, whenever laser pulses are fired, stray light are generated, and
some of them impinge on the transducer surface, which then create PA waves. At the same time,
PA waves are also generated at the surface as well as deep regions of the target tissue.
Consequently, some portions of the PA waves generated from the two sources started to
propagate in opposite directions, and they reached the membrane and transducer surface,
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respectively, after ~2 µs, which corresponds to the traveling time of acoustic waves for the
distance (i.e., ~3 mm) from the plastic membrane to the transducer surface via the scanning
mirror. The PA waves originating from the tissue are the true signals that we want to record.
However, the PA waves originating from the transducer surface are also recorded after another 2
µs; which corresponds to the return travel time, i.e., from the membrane to the transducer. In the
case of the tungsten wire imaging [Figure 2.19(a)], such an arc-shape line was not generated
because it was acquired using external illumination, i.e., not using the endoscope’s optical fiber.
With this in vivo imaging data, we also analyzed the scanning stability of the scanning mirror
using the PA signals generated by the stainless steel bridge section [Figure 2.13(c)]; usually
metallic objects generate strong PA signals because they are highly light absorbing. The result
showed a greater fluctuation (8.6° rms) than the tungsten wire imaging experiment because the
endoscope performed mechanical scanning while bent. In addition, we found that the
nonuniformity of the rotation of the flexible shaft showed periodic changes in accordance with
the respiratory motion of the animal. Due to this nonuniform rotation and the respiratory motion,
we were unable to produce a radial maximum amplitude projection or a volumetric image.
With the entire system on a movable cart, we imaged patients and analyzed the oxygen saturation
in different blood vessels in their esophagi. To the best of our knowledge, this was the first time
PAE images were acquired from human esophagus in vivo. Different from pulse oximetry, which
measures only the peripheral oxygen saturation of arterial blood, our technology can measure
within each local blood vessel, including veins [Figure 2.21]. The result is a more direct indicator
of the local metabolic level, and can potentially be used to differentiate between healthy and
diseased tissue.
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Figure 2.21. (a) PA B-scan images of human esophagus acquired at gastroesophageal junction in vivo.
(b) Oxygen saturation map of esophagus based on multi-wavelength PAE.

Discussion

In this study, we implemented a new catheter-based PAE system and

demonstrated its intra-instrument channel workability with a clinical video endoscope and in
vivo imaging ability through an animal experiment. Compared with our previous micromotorbased endoscopes, this PAE probe has a more flexible and simplified distal structure with a
smaller number of mechanical components, which promotes its clinical applicability. To transmit
electric signals from the US transducer while minimizing interference noise, we employed a
previously used static mounting method for the signal wire [Figure 2.15(a)]. However, we
delivered the laser beam via a rotary junction formed at the proximal unit of the endoscope
[Figure 2.11(a)]. Importantly, by using a flexible shaft instead of a micromotor [Figure 2.11(a)],
we were able to achieve a rigid distal section length of only 16 mm, two times shorter than the
previous micromotor-based endoscope, and to enable the catheter section to pass freely through
the 3.7 mm diameter entry port of a video endoscope. Although other PA endoscopic systems
[42,46] have been implemented with a similar proximal actuation mechanism, their imaging
probes are not sheathed in a plastic tube and/or their in vivo imaging capabilities have not been
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demonstrated. We believe that the presented PAE system is the first PA endoscopic system that
has been implemented in a fully encapsulated form and sufficiently miniaturized to be usable for
endoscopic imaging via the standard instrument channel of a clinical video endoscope.
With the prototype imaging system, we achieved a B-scan imaging speed of ~5 Hz
(corresponding to an A-line acquisition rate of ~2 kHz and ~400 A-lines/B-scan), which is
slightly faster than that (~4 Hz) of our previous micromotor-based endoscopic probes. However,
we were not able to produce a volumetric image because of the nonuniform rotation of the
scanning mirror; such nonuniform rotation was not a serious issue in the micromotor-based
endoscopic probes. The slow scanning speed could be further improved by simply using a higher
capacity step motor. However, first the mechanical friction between the shaft and the plastic
sheath needs to be reduced to minimize the mechanical stress (torsion) caused by the angular
phase delay between the proximal and distal ends of the flexible shaft. As we mentioned in the in
vivo experiment results [Figure 2.20], the mechanical friction and the corresponding rotational
nonuniformity increased as the catheter bent more because of the large thickness of the employed
multimode optical fiber. An oil-based matching medium could be helpful in reducing the
friction. However, high optical transparency and low acoustic attenuation are needed for a PA
endoscope. If these requirements are satisfied, such an oil-based medium would also beneficially
eliminate the acoustic matching medium injection and drainage procedure [Figure 2.16] because
the medium could be retained in the catheter perpetually.
With the proposed optical design [Figure 2.13], we detected PA signals over a large imaging
depth in the in vivo rabbit esophagus imaging experiment, although the laser beam firing
direction did not coincide with the acoustic axis. However, because of the misalignment, we
could not detect PA signals when the probe’s distance to the target surface increased beyond
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~1.5 mm [Figure 2.20(a) and (b)]; the endoscope must work in a direct contact to the optical
scattering tissue. Also, PA images could be distorted when the US transducer’s out-of-plane
signals are stronger than the real in-plane signals. Thus, the next generation PAE system should
improve the light-guiding optics in the scanning mirror to overlap the optical illumination and
the acoustic detection, enabling it to cover the entire radial imaging depth. It was difficult to
realize this in the current version because the diameter of the beam exiting the multimode optical
fiber was very large compared to the available space in the scanning mirror unit. An optical fiber
with a narrower diameter, such as a single-mode fiber, would be conducive to aligning the
optical illumination and the acoustic detection. Another important challenge is to encase the
entire probe in a single length of plastic catheter to increase flexibility. As the presented catheter
endoscope system was specifically developed for intra-instrument channel use, this encasing
method will make the catheter endoscope more durable and thereby safer.
In this study, we achieved a 3.2 mm probe diameter, allowing insertion of the probe in a 3.7 mm
diameter instrument channel of a standard GI video endoscope; the main factor that determined
the current probe diameter was the space required to accommodate the large diameter scanning
mirror and the spherically-focused US transducer. However, achieving a smaller probe diameter,
such as 2.5 mm, will make related PAE imaging probes compatible with even narrower
instrument channels, such as 2.7 mm. In recent years, as a method for pursuing higher
miniaturization, an optical ultrasound detection [47] and bundle fiber-based optical scanning [48]
mechanism has been proposed by other groups. However, the optical signal detection method
currently suffers from instability in the probe fabrication as well as the signal detection, and the
image FOV of the bundle fiber-based optical scanning endoscope is narrow unless it performs
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additional scanning. Nevertheless, those methods could be potentially good options because they
can make related probes’ design simpler and footprint smaller.
We have successfully implemented a prototype PAE system that has a 3.2-mm diameter and 2.5m long catheter section, and demonstrated its endoscopic imaging ability through an in vivo
rabbit esophagus imaging experiment. The endoscopic system can produce PA images with a Bscan frame rate of ~5 Hz and A-line acquisition rate of 2 kHz. Most notably, the 3.2-mm
diameter catheter is small enough to pass through the 3.7-mm diameter standard instrument
channel of a clinical video endoscope. With this endoscope, we will progress to imaging human
subjects with Barrett’s esophagus.

2.4 Optical Resolution Photoacoustic Transvaginal Imaging
System with a Water-Immersible MEMS Scanning Mirror
Background Cervical remodeling is a critical process during pregnancy. Premature remodeling
of the cervix is linked to spontaneous preterm birth [19]. Current characterization of cervical
remodeling is subjective and imprecise. A quantitative, non-invasive technique to measure the
micro-structural and functional changes during remodeling would be invaluable in the early
diagnosis of incipient preterm birth.
A handheld system for transvaginal imaging of the cervix needs a fast scanning speed. If the
scanning speed is low and the scanning time is long, the image results will be affected by
subject’s or operator’s motion. A microelectromechanical system (MEMS) usually performs
faster scanning than a mechanical system because it uses resonant angular movement to scan
over the field of view. Unlike mechanical raster scaning, MEMS scanning does not require linear
movement of a heavy imaging head. Water-immersible MEMS [49] is ideal for PA application
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because it can scan light and ultrasound beams at the same time. The optical illumination and
acoustic detection remain confocal during scanning, so the system maintains good sensitivity.

Linear actuator

Seals and bearings
Scanning mirror

Focusing lens

Figure 2.22. Representation of the optical resolution transvaginal imaging probe with a MEMS
scanning mirror.

Methods

We have designed and built an optical resolution, handheld PA imaging probe,

based on a water-immersible MEMS scanning mirror, for transvaginal imaging of the human
cervix. It has an outer diameter of 20 mm and a length of 17.5 cm, dimensions similar to those of
a standard transvaginal ultrasound probe. Optical units at the distal end of the probe focus the
laser beam onto the cervix and achieve optically defined lateral resolution. On the fast axis, it
applies a MEMS mirror that scans at a resonant frequency of 220 Hz. Scanning on the slow axis
is driven by a linear actuator. A volumetric scan over a 3 mm by 1.5 mm area takes 1.25 s. The
probe body can be disinfected like any other transvaginal probe. Its handle is covered by a
protective case, which can be disassembled and disinfected separately [Figure 2.22].
We first tested the probe by imaging a metal target and a leaf skeleton. To demonstrate its
clinical potential, the imaging probe was then covered with a sterile plastic sheath and applied to
human hysterectomy specimens. The sheath was replaced after each imaging session, a necessary
procedure for infection prevention during clinical applications.
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Results

The system’s LSF was extracted from the signal profile across a sharp metal edge

[Figure 2.23(a)]. The FWHM shows that the system has a spatial resolution of 3.1 μm in the
lateral direction. Small features of the metal target [Figure 2.23(b)] and the leaf skeleton
phantom [Figure 2.23(c)] were clearly revealed.
(b)

(a)

(c)

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

Figure 2.23. Experimental validations of the imaging probe. (a) System’s ESF acquired by scanning
across a sharp metal edge, and the extracted LSF. (b) 2D projected image of metal features on a
transparent substrate. (c) 3D rendering of PA image acquired from a leaf skeleton phantom.

The imaging results from hysterectomy specimens, shown in Figure 2.24, prove that the system
can achieve good spatial resolution when covered with a translucent standard transvaginal probe
sheath. The PA images show that the uterus has long, straight blood vessels to supply the uterine
wall. Blood vessels in the cervix are thinner, with more curves and loop.
Discussion

The system demonstrated the ability to image blood vessels in the human cervix,

and can be used for longitudinal studies of blood vessel networks during cervical remodeling.
With imaging results acquired at different times during pregnancy, we can validate the probe as a
non-invasive tool to stage the remodeling process. The result can contribute to detecting incipient
preterm birth at an early stage.
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Figure 2.24. PA images of human hysterectomy specimens, acquired by the optical resolution
transvaginal imaging system, showing blood vessels in the uterine wall and cervix.
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Chapter 3: Advanced Photoacoustic Imaging
3.1 Photoacoustic Recovery after Photothermal Bleaching
Background The ability to quantify the diffusion and binding of molecules in living cells
provides a deep understanding of cellular dynamics [50,51]. Conventionally such measurements
have been implemented mainly via fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), a
technique that relies on selectively photobleaching the fluorophores within a region of interest by
a high intensity laser, followed by monitoring the diffusion of new fluorescent molecules into
this bleached area over a period of time with a low intensity excitation [52]. By analyzing the
temporal profile of the fluorescence signal recovery, the physical properties of molecules and
their surrounding medium can be revealed [53].
One underlying assumption of FRAP is that further photobleaching is negligible during
fluorescence recovery. However, since both photobleaching rate and fluorescence emission rate
are proportional to the laser fluence [54], the requirement of low-power excitation often results
in noisy images, degrading the fidelity of the fluorescence recovery profile. In addition, toxic
radicals, such as reactive oxygen species, are generated as side products of photobleaching, a
process which may interrupt normal cellular processes and jeopardize a cell’s viability [55].
To overcome these limitations, we present an alternative method, photoacoustic recovery after
photothermal bleaching (PRAP), for studying the localization, mobility, and transportation of
cellular components. PRAP is the counterpart of FRAP in PAM, a high resolution imaging
modality that has been widely used to gain a fuller understanding of varying cellular dynamics.
The contrast agents in PAM can be either exogenous, such as metal nanoparticles [56,57], or
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endogenous, such as hemoglobins [58], cytochromes [59], and DNA/RNA [60]. Analogous to
photobleaching in fluorescence microscopy, the contrast agents in PAM can also be intentionally
photothermally destroyed using strong excitation light. Upon the intense excitation, the contrast
agents may undergo photothermal fragmentation, resulting in a shifted absorption peak and
thereby a reduction of PA signals after exposure [61]. PRAP utilizes this effect and measures the
recovery of PA signals owing to the diffusion of new absorbers into the bleached region, thus
enabling the quantification of particle dynamics at micron scale via PA imaging.
In contrast to photobleaching in fluorescence microscopy, photothermal bleaching in PAM
behaves quite differently before and after the absorbers are raised to a critical temperature by the
excitation laser pulses. Below the pulse energy threshold corresponding to the critical
temperature, the photothermal bleaching rate is small and has weak dependence on laser fluence;
above it, the bleaching rate increases rapidly. This property is ideal for PRAP operation – the
absorbers can be easily photothermally bleached with a relatively high intensity laser, and readily
monitored with negligible bleaching at the stage of recovery using sub-threshold laser pulse
energy. Additionally, since photothermal bleaching does not involve chemical destruction of a
fluorophore as in FRAP, few reactive oxygen species are generated, much preferred for live cell
imaging.
Methods

The PRAP experiments were performed on a previously developed optical-

resolution PAM system [62]. PAM is a high resolution imaging technique that provides unique
100% optical absorption contrast [63]. In PAM, the sample is irradiated by a pulsed laser. Upon
excitation, a portion of the light is absorbed by the object and partially converted to heat.
Assuming thermal and stress confinements, the pressure immediately builds up within the heated
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region and propagates as ultrasonic waves via thermoelastic expansion. By detecting the PA
waves outside the sample, an optical absorption map inside the sample can be recovered.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 3.1. (a) Representation of the PAM system. (b) Representation of the setup for the phantom
experiment. The sample and ultrasound transducer were immersed in water. (c) Representation of the
setup for the cell experiment. The cells grew on the bottom of a petri dish and were immersed in
phenol red-free culture medium.

The system setup is shown in Figure 3.1. A pulsed laser beam (5 ns pulse duration, 1 kHz pulse
repetition rate) of 532 nm wavelength is generated by an OPO laser (NT242-SH, Ekspla), then
spatially filtered through a pinhole of 50 μm diameter (P50C, Thorlabs). A microscope objective
(Phaco1, 0.32 NA, Leitz Wetzlar) focuses the laser beam at the sample to induce PA waves. The
PA waves are subsequently measured by a custom-made focused transducer (40 MHz central
frequency, 80% bandwidth, 0.5 NA). In order to obtain a volumetric image, the sample is raster
scanned in the transverse plane. To maximize sensitivity, the optical illumination and acoustic
detection remain coaxial and confocal during scanning. The acquired PA signal is digitalized at
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1GS/s by a digital acquisition board (PCI-5152, National Instruments), and corrected for fluence
fluctuation pulse by pulse.
NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells were used in this study. The cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM glutamine,
penicillin, and streptomycin. Cells with medium were incubated at 37 C° in 5% CO2 and divided
every ~72 hours. For subculture, after being dispersed in 0.25% EDTA-trypsin, they were
seeded at 2–4 ×104 cells/cm2.
24 hours after the cells were seeded to the bottom of culture dishes, 70-nm-diameter gold colloid
was added to the culture medium to achieve a final colloidal particle concentration of 6 pM. The
cells were incubated with the particles for another 24 hours for uptake.
Before imaging, the cells adhering to the bottom of culture dish were washed with fresh culture
medium three times to remove residual particles. Then, to avoid the interference of phenol red in
PA measurement as well as to maintain cell viability, the culture medium was switched to phenol
red-free DMEM.
Cell slides were stained with LIVE/DEAD Viability kit (L-3224, Life Technologies). The cell
slides were first rinsed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and then stained by 2 μM calcein
AM and 4 μM ethidium homodimer in PBS for 45 minutes. After staining, the cell slides were
washed with PBS and imaged with a fluorescence microscope. Green fluorescence images were
acquired with a 450-490 nm excitation filter and a 500-550 nm emission filter. Red fluorescence
images were acquired with a 530-585 nm excitation filter and a 575-630 nm emission filter.
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Results

We validated PRAP first in a simple phantom study, and then in a more complex

diffusion rate measurement involving live cells. Gold nanoparticles (GNPs) were used as PA
imaging contrast agents because they offer superior chemical stability and are used extensively
in live cell imaging [64,65].
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Figure 3.2. (a) PA measurement using low laser energy (~200 nJ/pulse) shows no bleaching effect.
(b) PA amplitude measured during bleaching and recovery of 120 pM, 70 nm colloidal GNPs in
deionized water. The PA signals acquired during photothermal bleaching are omitted in Figure 3.2(b).

We first measured the pulse energy threshold that corresponded to the onset of photothermal
bleaching of 120 pM, 70 nm diameter colloidal GNPs. The laser beam was focused into the
solution held in a silicone tube, and the PA signals were monitored over time to observe the
potential photothermal bleaching. The laser pulse energy was varied from 100 nJ to 800 nJ.
Little photothermal bleaching was observed until the laser pulse energy reached 550 nJ. Based
on the measurement, the pulse energies chosen for photothermal bleaching and PA recovery
measurement were 6000 nJ and 200 nJ, respectively.
The PRAP experiment started with a baseline, where the PA signals from GNPs were monitored
over 100 seconds with a pulse energy of 200 nJ (Figure 3.2(a)). The measured PA signal
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amplitude was constant with an SNR of 35 dB. After that, the GNPs were illuminated with highenergy laser pulses for ~2 seconds, and the subsequent PA recovery temporal profile was
recorded by PAM with low-energy pulses, as shown in Figure 3.2(b).
Under the assumptions of uniform particle concentration in the infinite surrounding medium and
negligible diffusion during photothermal bleaching, the PA signal recovery is governed by

P(t )  P  ( P  P0 ) exp( kt) ,

(1)

where P(t ) denotes the time-lapsed PA signal, P represents the asymptotic value when time t
tends to infinity, P0 is the instantaneous PA amplitude observed immediately after photothermal
bleaching, and k is the PA recovery rate. Fitting the PA recovery profile in Figure 3.2(b) by Eq.
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Figure 3.3. (a) PRAP in glycerol aqueous solutions with different concentrations. (b) Recovery rate
and diffusion coefficient in each solution. Error bars show 95% confidence bounds.

Then we prepared GNP solutions with volume concentrations of glycerol of 0%, 10%, 20%,
30%, and 40%, respectively. These five samples had the same particle concentration, 120 pM,
and were studied with PRAP sequentially. By fitting the PA recovery temporal profiles to Eq.
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(1) (Figure 2.3(a)), the recovery rates k at different glycerol concentrations were derived (Fig.
3(b)). In addition, the diffusion coefficient D was calculated by

D

1 2
w k,
4

(2)

where w is the radius of the bleached area [66]. The results are shown in Figure 3.3(b). Here w
was estimated to be 1.0 µm, half of the zero-point width of the main lobe of the optical focus.
As expected, both the PA recovery rate k and the medium diffusion coefficient D decrease with
an increase in glycerol concentration, indicating a slower particle diffusion rate in a medium of
higher viscosity.
To validate the results acquired by PRAP, we used the fluorescence-based approach to remeasure the particle diffusion rate in a 40% glycerol solution. The experiment was performed on
a laser scanning confocal microscope (Fluoview FV1000, Olympus) equipped with a FRAP
module. We added Rhodamine 6G as a fluorescent indicator to the mixed glycerol aqueous
solution. An area of the same size as in PRAP was photobleached, and the subsequent
fluorescent recovery profile was recorded and analyzed by the fluorescence microscope. The
diffusion coefficient measured by FRAP was 5.0×10-13 m2s-1 for the 40% glycerol aqueous
solution. Based on the Stokes-Einstein model [67], the diffusion rate is inversely proportional to
the particle diameter. Here the diffusion rates measured by FRAP and PRAP varied by
approximately 31 times (5.0 ×10-13 m2s-1 versus 1.6 ×10-14 m2s-1) while the particle sizes in the
two cases varied by approximately 70 times (~1 nm versus ~70 nm). Therefore, the PRAP
measurements correlated strongly with the expected diffusion dynamics of GNPs in solution.
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Figure 3.4. (a) PRAP in a cell over time. Dashed block shows the bleaching region. (b) PA amplitude
of the bleached region measured before bleaching and during recovery.

Finally, to demonstrate PRAP in cell imaging applications, we loaded GNPs into an NIH 3T3
fibroblast cell and applied PRAP to measure the intracellular particle diffusion rate. The cell was
raster scanned in the transverse plane to accomplish a C-scan. A region of interest was first
chosen within a cell and photothermally bleached as shown in the top two frames of Figure
3.4(a). Then the PA signals from the bleached area were monitored over 40 minutes (Figures
3.4(a) and (b)). Here the PA signals were calculated by averaging all pixels within the bleached
region. Since the bleached area covered ~50% of the cell, the conservation of unbleached
particles within the cell results in that the final PA signal was recovered to only ~57% of the
initial value. It is worth noting that the measured particle diffusion rate was relatively slow,
attributed to the relatively large size of the bleached area. Additionally, the intracellular
components form a filamentous meshwork, which restricts diffusion as a cytosolic sieve [68,69].
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Moreover, the GNPs tend to aggregate upon cellular uptake [70]. The aggregation of GNPs
increases particles’ effective diameters and thereby slows down their diffusion. Depending on
particle physicochemical properties (size, charge, coating, etc.) [71] and cellular biochemical
conditions [72], the formed cluster size varies. This variation in cluster size may impact the
quantitative analysis of PRAP. To overcome this problem, the GNPs can be delivered into cells
through microinjection [73] instead of cellular endocytosis. Furthermore, when PRAP is
performed outside of cells, such as on cell membranes, there is no aggregation, and therefore the
analysis will not be affected.
To test their effect on living cells, all cells in a square area were entirely bleached by the PA and
fluorescence methods, respectively. In PRAP, we used the same laser pulse energy as that in
other PA cell imaging experiments. For the photobleaching of fluorescence dye, a 225 µW, 488
nm laser was utilized, and the scanning duration was 180 s. For a fair comparison, the cells were
illuminated by the laser until they were fully bleached as that in PRAP. The cellular viability was
tested by fluorescent staining. The results show that, with our experimental setup, 51% of cells
were still viable after the PRAP experiment, compared to 5% after conventional FRAP (Figure
3.5). It is worth noting that the survival rate by FRAP here is significantly lower than that in
other reported FRAP experiments because here the whole cell rather than a small cellular portion
was photobleached.
Discussion

We presented a new PA-imaging-based method, PRAP, for measuring

intracellular diffusion rate. The experimental results demonstrated that PRAP has the capability
to measure the mobility of particles in a viscous medium. In contrast to the conventional
fluorescence-based approach, PRAP acquires high SNR images with negligible bleachinginduced artifacts during PA recovery.
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100 μm

50 μm

Figure 3.5. (a) PAM image of cells loaded with GNPs. (b) Confocal microscopy image of cells
stained with calcein AM. (c) PAM images showing the same region as (a) was photothermally
bleached. (d) Confocal microscopy image showing the same region as (b) was photobleached. (e) (f)
Live/dead fluorescent staining of the cells in the bleached regions by PAM and confocal microscopy,
respectively. Live cells emit green fluorescence while dead cells emit red. (a), (c), and (e) have the
same scale. (b), (d), and (f) have the same scale.

PRAP has the potential to facilitate nontoxic biological studies of diffusion at different scales. In
the presented cellular experiment, GNPs were used to indicate the motion of cytoplasm. In the
future, GNPs can be tagged to specific molecules or organelles via controlled labeling [74],
enabling studies of their intracellular diffusion. The performance of PRAP can be further
improved by utilizing optimized PA contrast agents, such as silica-coated gold nanorods [75],
which exhibit smaller size, less disturbance to a living system, and higher PA excitation
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efficiency. Additionally, although not demonstrated here, PRAP can also be employed in
biological tissues, allowing visualization and quantification of diffusive and kinetic processes at
depths.

3.2 Photoacoustic Imaging of Nanosensors to Monitor
Therapeutic Lithium in Vivo
Background Compared to conventional optical imaging, PAT is less affected by scattering in
biological tissue and can achieve imaging depths up to several centimeters with acoustically
defined spatial resolutions [5]. Although PAT has proven capable of imaging based on both
endogenous contrast and exogenous contrast agents [76], most studies have been limited to
measuring static or slowly-changing signals from samples. However, revealing many important
fast-changing physiological processes in vivo requires continuous and noninvasive monitoring of
analyte concentration levels in deep tissue over a long period of time.
Lithium is a standard and effective treatment for bipolar disorder, but it has a narrow therapeutic
concentration range (0.6–1.2 mM) and a low toxic dose (~ 2 mM) [77] in humans. Blood
sampling requires repeatedly acquiring blood drops from the patient to achieve semi-continuous
monitoring for treatment management. Non-invasive and continuous monitoring of lithium
concentration using PAT would simply this procedure and facilitate a steady therapeutic lithium
concentration for effective and safe treatment.
In this work, we developed, characterized, and validated lithium-sensitive nanosensors for
photoacoustic measurements in vivo. The nanosensors, modified based on well-established
fluorescent nanosensors [78], could be tuned to respond to certain types of analyte at
physiologically relevant concentration ranges.
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Methods

Two photoacoustic tomography systems were used for this research. For in vitro

phantom experiments, photoacoustic computed tomography (PACT) was used as detailed in [79,
80].

Briefly, a tunable optical parametric oscillator laser (basiScan 120, Spectra-Physics)

pumped by an Nd:YAG laser (Brilliant b, Quantel) with a 10 Hz pulse repetition rate was used to
excite photoacoustic waves. Light exiting the laser system was homogenized by an optical
diffuser and then illuminated the sample. The photoacoustic waves were detected by a 512element circular transducer array (Imasonic) with a 5 MHz central frequency. The imaging
system had a 0.10 mm radial resolution and a 0.10-0.25 mm tangential resolution. The image
was reconstructed based on the back projection algorithm.
For in vivo monitoring experiments, we used a deep reflection-mode photoacoustic tomography
system detailed in [81]. Briefly, a dark-field focusing illumination was achieved through a series
of optical elements from the same laser source as above. The optical fluence at the animal
surface was controlled to be below the maximum permissible exposure of the American National
Standards Institute [25]. A photodiode (SM05PD1A, Thorlabs) was used for monitoring and
compensating the fluctuation of the laser energy. The excited ultrasound waves were detected by
a 10 MHz central frequency focused transducer (V315, Panametrics-NDT), and the signals were
then amplified by an amplifier (5072PR, Panametrics-NDT) and digitized by an oscilloscope
(ZT4421, ZTEC Instruments). The imaging system was mounted on a linear translation stage
(XY-6060, Danaher Motion) to acquire three-dimensional information. The spatial resolution of
the system was about 0.17 mm and 0.29 mm in the axial and lateral directions, respectively.
For in vitro measurements, silicone tubing was filled with mixtures of nanosensors and lithium
with different concentrations then sealed by rubber plugs at both ends. The sealed tubing was
embedded in agar gel and covered by chicken breast tissue for imaging.
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The mice used in this research were Hsd:Athymic Nude-Foxn1nu from Harlan Laboratories.
Photoacoustic imaging experiments were conducted using the system described above. Animals
were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane in oxygen, and 40 µL of nanosensors was injected
intradermally into the mouse back. The animals were then imaged at excitation wavelengths 515
nm and 660 nm. Baseline raster scan images were acquired at both wavelengths, and continuous
monitoring was done with both wavelengths along a line on the fast scanning axis and across the
center of the nanosensor injection. Data points were acquired approximately every minute after
an intraperitoneal injection of 38 mg/kg lithium (administered as lithium chloride in PBS,
experimental group) or a matching volume of PBS (control group). Measurements were recorded
every minute for approximately one hour. All animals were sacrificed after the experiments were
completed.
For data analysis of each experiment, the photoacoustic amplitude from the 515 nm signal was
divided by that from the 660 nm signal. These ratios were normalized to the first time point after
lithium injection, and linearly interpolated to align time and intensity points before averaging
measurements within each group.
Results

The mechanism for lithium ion recognition and measurement by these

nanosensors is based on the well-established optode approach [82–85]. Lithium is selectively
extracted into a hydrophobic polymer core [86], shifting the pH in the nanosensor core. The
spectral character of the nanosensor changes when its protonation state changes [Figure 3.6].
Therefore, the absorption spectrum of the nanosensors changes as a function of lithium
concentration in the medium.
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Figure 3.6. Nanosensors for lithium detection can be monitored with either PA (A) or fluorescence (B)
imaging techniques. The approach uses multi-wavelength ratiometric imaging to generate a response
that changes with lithium concentration. (C) The fundamental mechanism of the lithium response is
lithium extraction by an ionophore (L) into the core of the nanosensor, which deprotonates a
chromoionophore (CH+) and changes the optical properties of the nanosensor. An additive (R-)
balances the charge inside the sensor.

Photoacoustic imaging is based on the absorption of photons by a molecule and the subsequent
conversion to ultrasonic waves via the photoacoustic effect. When the absorption spectrum of the
chromophore changes, its photoacoustic spectrum will also change [Figures 3.6(A), 3.7(A)]. As
the lithium concentration increases, the absorbance and photoacoustic signal at 515 nm increase,
and the absorbance and photoacoustic signal at 660 nm decrease. We can form a ratiometric
measurement from these two wavelengths [Figure 3.7(B)] that increases linearly with lithium
concentration but is not affected by common artifacts such as variations in nanosensor
concentration.

These nanosensors were also photoacoustically imaged under ~1.5 mm of

chicken breast tissue [Figure 3.7(C)(D)]. The ratiometric values from the phantom remain linear
over the physiologically relevant range of lithium.
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Figure 3.7. Photoacoustic nanosensors respond to lithium at physiological ranges. The photoacoustic
spectrum (A) has two peaks centered at 515 and 660 nm. The 515 peak increases with lithium
concentrations, and the 660 peak decreases. The ratio of these two signals (B) responds to lithium and
is insensitive to common confounding factors such as the concentration of nanosensors. Photoacoustic
imaging of nanosensors under a 1.5 mm thick layer of chicken tissue (C) shows signal attenuation of
the 515 nm peak, while retaining the ratiometric lithium response (D).

Lithium-selective nanosensors injected into the skin of mice can be imaged with photoacoustic
tomography [Figure 3.8(A)], enabling data to be collected from the entire tissue volume [Figure
3.8(B)]. Importantly, the data collected is a result of the entire sensor injection, rather than just
the nanosensors closest to the skin surface, as is the case with fluorescence imaging. Upon
intraperitoneal administration of lithium to the animals at a physiological concentration of 200
mg/kg (~2 mM blood concentration), the nanosensor photoacoustic signal ratio increased as
expected. Error bars for lithium dataset represent the standard deviations of three animals in the
experimental group. The concentration response reached a peak at 14 minutes [Figure 3.8(C)],
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compared with 2 hours for humans [87]. It is already known that lithium elimination
pharmacokinetics are an order of magnitude more rapid in mice than in humans [88], so it is
likely that the peak time is also faster due to these increased kinetics. Importantly, this data was
acquired without blood sampling, and from the entire depth of the nanosensors. It measured
sensors close to the capillary bed, which should minimize response lag time and more accurately
reflect blood concentrations.

Figure 3.8. PA nanosensors imaged in mice. Dual wavelength images of the nanosensor injection
using photoacoustic tomography (A) clearly show the boundary of the injection. A depth profile (B)
taken along the red line in (A) shows the depth profile of the nanosensor injection. The response of
nanosensors to systemic lithium administration (C) for three animals yields a time to maximum lithium
concentration of 14 minutes (experimental group n=3, control group n=1).

Discussion

This is the first report of photoacoustic imaging to measure therapeutic drug

concentrations in vivo. Imaging nanosensor injections in 3D solves several problems with current
fluorescence-based approaches because the depth profile separately measures sensor responses in
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regions closest to the capillary bed. For larger molecules such as glucose, the differences
between values near the capillary bed and skin surface may be significant [89], and
photoacoustic imaging may provide superior diagnostic power. For lithium concentration in vitro
and lithium kinetics in vivo, photoacoustic measurements were similar to those from
fluorescence imaging, demonstrating that the multimodal imaging does not alter the mechanism
of the sensors and highlighting the robustness of the platform and earlier nanosensor
development work.
A common limiting factor for temporal resolution in basic and clinical pharmacokinetic research
is the need for blood sampling. This work demonstrates the first in vivo real time tracking of
lithium levels without blood sampling. Lithium is a common and potent treatment for bipolar
disorder, but its narrow therapeutic window and low toxic dose make it more difficult to dose
than other pharmaceutical therapies. A minimally-invasive continuous monitor for blood lithium
concentrations would be highly useful for dose administration and management [77].
Nanosensors produce a ratiometric photoacoustic signal that responds to lithium concentrations
in vivo. These processed multi-wavelength signals are less affected by sensor concentration and
sensor injection depth than single wavelength intensity measurements. In the larger context of
continuous physiologic monitoring, this modular nanosensor platform translates directly to other
electrolytes and to small molecules, such as histamine. The results herein show that
photoacoustic imaging is a measurement mode for nanosensors that can provide previously
unattainable measurement depths, an invaluable asset to chronic disease management.
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Chapter 4: Summary
We have developed miniature and handheld PAE systems for various applications, including
gastroesophageal tract imaging, abdomen cavity imaging, and urogenital system imaging.
We designed and implemented a dual-mode PA and US rigid probe for comprehensive use in
human urogenital imaging [90], and demonstrated its endoscopic workability through animal
experiments. The endoscopic probe enabled simultaneous PA and US imaging with a B-scan
frame rate of 6.25 Hz, which was limited by the pulse repetition rate of the laser system; we also
demonstrated that the mechanical rotation speed can exceed 20 Hz. Compared with previous
micromotor-based endoscopes [7,8], the main difference in the probe design is that the locations
of the US sensor and mechanical actuation source are switched, while the static mounting
strategy of the light delivery and acoustic detection units is maintained. By relocating the
mechanical source to the proximal part, a space restriction for the motor was eliminated at the
distal end; thereby we were able to use a more powerful motor.
We also implemented the first OR-PAEM system with a full IVM imaging capability and
achieved a transverse resolution as low as 10 µm, the finest among reported optical-resolution
endoscopic PA images, and an SNR of 29 dB for a 3-µm diameter microsphere illuminated by a
500-nJ pulse energy in a beam of 9.2 µm in diameter [91]. Also, by using 532-nm and 559-nm
wavelength laser, we acquired the first in vivo OR-PAEM image from a rat colorectum with
tumor and produced a three-dimensional vasculature image with an apparent resolution of less
than 30 µm. Then we analyzed oxygen saturation of the colorectal tumor. As the system can be
utilized in small animals and also can potentially accommodate many other multi-functional
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molecular probes, it could be a useful tool in many biological experiments. Moreover, the ORPAEM’s unique label-free imaging capability would enhance IVM’s role in such clinical
circumstances where the uses of contrast agents are undesired.
We have successfully implemented a prototype PAE system that has a 3.2-mm diameter and 2.5m long catheter section, and demonstrated its endoscopic imaging ability through an in vivo
rabbit esophagus imaging experiment [34]. The endoscopic system can produce PA images with
a B-scan frame rate of ~5 Hz and A-line acquisition rate of 2 kHz. Most notably, the 3.2-mm
diameter catheter is small enough to pass through the 3.7-mm diameter standard instrument
channel of a clinical video endoscope. With this system, we imaged esophagi of human subjects.
To advance PA imaging, we presented a new PA-imaging-based method, PRAP, for measuring
intracellular diffusion rate [92]. The experimental results demonstrated that PRAP has the
capability to measure the mobility of particles in a viscous medium. In contrast to the
conventional fluorescence-based approach, PRAP acquires high SNR images with negligible
bleaching-induced artifacts during PA signal recovery.
We also performed the first work of photoacoustic imaging to measure therapeutic drug
concentrations in vivo [93]. Imaging nanosensor injections in three-dimensions solves several
problems with current fluorescence-based approaches because the depth profile separately
measures sensor responses in regions closest to the capillary bed. The results herein show that
photoacoustics is a measurement mode for nanosensors that can provide previously unattainable
measurement depths, which can have profound effects on chronic disease management.
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